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Arabic sign language (ArSL) is a full natural language that is used by the deaf
in Arabian countries to communicate with their communities. Unfamiliarity with
this language increases the isolation of deaf people from society. This language
has a different structure, word order, and lexicon than Arabic. The translation
between ArSL and Arabic is a complete machine translation problem because the
two languages have different structures and grammars. In this work, we propose
a rule-based machine translation system to translate between Arabic and ArSL.
We propose a machine translation system to translate the ArSL sentences re-
sulting from ArSL recognition systems into meaningful Arabic sentences. The
proposed system performs the translation at the word, phrase, and sentence lev-
xii
els. In addition, we propose a machine translation system to translate the Arabic
sentences into ArSL. The proposed system performs morphological, syntactic, and
semantic analysis on the Arabic sentences to translate them into sentences with
the grammar and structure of ArSL.
We also propose gloss annotation system to transcribe ArSL. The proposed sys-
tem represents ArSL signs textually and it helps in using the ArSL in educational
material and signs generation.
In addition, we present a bilingual corpus consisting of 600 sentences developed
in this work. The corpus contains sentences from health domain and each Arabic
sentence is translated into ArSL by two ArSL experts. This corpus is divided into
training (70%), validation (15%), and testing (15%). We also present a KArSL
database which consists of 502 signs recorded using the state-of-art multi-modal
Microsoft Kinect V2. The databases’ signs are performed by four signers and
each sign is repeated 50 times by each signer which resulted in 100,200 samples.
The databases developed in this work will be freely available for researchers.
We evaluated our translation systems using the bilingual parallel corpus devel-
oped in this work and we found that our translation systems provide an accurate
translation for more than 80% of the ArSL sentences translated into Arabic and





 حمزة عبداهلل حمود لقمان  :االسم الكامل
 الترجمة اآللية للغة اإلشارة العربية  عنوان الرسالة:
 علوم وهندسة الحاسب اآللي التخصص:
 1027 ديسمبر :تاريخ الدرجة العلمية
ع مجتمعاتهم. مولتواصل فيما بينهم للغة اإلشارة العربية هي لغة طبيعية يستخدمها الصم في الدول العربية 
لغة اإلشارة العربية عن اللغة العربية في تختلف عدم االلمام بهذه اللغة من عزلة الصم في المجتمع. يزيد 
معجم الكلمات المستخدمة. تعتبر الترجمة بين اللغة العربية ولغة اإلشارة  في التركيب وترتيب الكلمات وكذلك
 ن مختلفتان تركيباً ونحوياً. اكون اللغت كاملة في مجال الترجمة اآللية ترجمةالعربية 
ولمعالجة هذه المشكلة، قمنا في هذا العمل باستخدام قواعد الترجمة لتطوير نظام ترجمة آلي بين اللغة  
. يقوم النظام المقترح بإجراء تحليل شكلي ونحوي وداللي على الجمل وبالعكس العربية ولغة اإلشارة العربية
 لغة االشارة مع مراعاة قواعد وتركيب لغة اإلشارة العربية اثناء الترجمة. العربية لترجمتها إلى 
باإلضافة الى ذلك قمنا بتطوير نظام ترجمة آلي لترجمة جمل لغة اإلشارة العربية الى اللغة العربية. يستهدف 
لسة ارة عن ساإلشارة العربية والتي تكون في الغالب عب على لغةهذا النظام مخرجات انظمة التعرف االلي 
من الكلمات العربية الغير مترابطة والتي تمثل جملة لغة اإلشارة التي تم العرف عليها. يقوم هذا النظام 
 بترجمة الجملة المدخلة على ثالث مراحل: الكلمة والعبارة والجملة.
إشارات  يفكذلك قمنا بتطوير نظام كتابي لوصف لغة اإلشارة العربية. نستطيع من خالل هذا النظام توص
لغة اإلشارة العربية كتابياً والذي سيساعد في استخدام لغة اإلشارة العربية بشكل أوسع في المواد التعليمية 
 وتوليد اإلشارات ... الخ.
. هذا مجال الصحة فيجمل هذا المكنز تم تجميع جملة.  066كما قمنا بتطوير مكنز ثنائي اللغة يتكون من 
قمنا قد واللغة العربية الى لغة اإلشارة بواسطة خبيران في لغة اإلشارة العربية. كل جملة من  وقم تم ترجمة
xv 
 
(. كما قمنا %51ختبار )ثالث لال( و%51تحقق )آخر لل( و%06تدريب )قسم للبتقسيم هذا المكنز الى 
تخدام إشارة تم تسجيلها باس 165( للغة اإلشارة العربية والتي تتألف من KArSLبتطوير قاعدة البيانات )
قام بتسجيل قاعدة البيانات هذه أربعة اشخاص هذا وقد متعدد الوسائط.  Microsoft Kinect V2جهاز 
قاعدة البيانات سيتم اتاحة عينة.  566,566مرة والذي نتج عنه  16ر كل اشارة اكربتكل شخص وقد قام 
 ين مجاناً.هذه باإلضافة الى المكنز الثنائي التي تم تطويرهما في هذا العمل للباحث
ولتقييم أنظمة الترجمة االلية المقترحة قمنا باستخدام المكنز ثنائي اللغة المطور في هذا العمل وحصلنا على 




This chapter provides an introductory material on machine translation of Arabic
sign language (ArSL). Section 1.1 highlights the importance of machine trans-
lation systems in the recognition and translation between ArSL and Arabic. In
addition, it provides an introduction to the approaches proposed for translating
between ArSL and Arabic. It also provides an overview of the ArSL databases
developed in this work. Section 1.2 presents the motivation of this study. Sec-
tion 1.3 states the problem statement of the dissertation. Section 1.4 presents
the research methodology that was followed to achieve the dissertation objectives.
Section 1.5 highlights the contributions of the dissertation in the field of machine
translation between Arabic and ArSL.
1
1.1 Machine translation between ArSL and
Arabic
A large number of deaf and hearing-impaired are scattered across the globe. The
hearing impaired constitute more than 5% of the world’s population (360 million
people), and the majority of them live in low- and middle-income countries [5].
Deaf people use sign language as the main language for communicating with
their community. Sign language uses gestures and body language, such as hand
shapes, lip patterns, and facial expressions, to convey meaning. It uses a dedicated
sign for each word in its language vocabulary, whereas out-of-vocabulary words,
such as people’s names, are spelled with fingers. Facial expressions, such as eye
gaze direction, eye blinks, and eyebrow, mouth, and tongue movements, are used
to express emotions and feelings, such as anger [6].
Sign language is not international; it differs from one country to another [7]
and occasionally within the same country. In Arabian countries, there are several
sign languages, including Saudi, Yemeni, Jordanian, and Egyptian [8]. In 1999,
the League of Arab States (LAS) and the Arab League Educational, Cultural and
Scientific Organization (ALECSO) sought to standardize the Arabic sign language
(ArSL). This effort resulted in a dictionary of approximately 3,200 words published
in two parts [9].
ArSL is used mainly in the Arabic gulf countries (viz. Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, and Oman). Other Arabian countries are
still using their local sign languages. The main Arabic media TV channels such
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as Aljazeera and Alarabiya are using ArSL in translating news and programs
into sign language. This helps in making ArSL more common in other Arabian
countries.
ArSL is a full natural language that has structure, word order, and lexicon that
differ from those of Arabic. Thus, developing a system to facilitate the communi-
cation between the deaf and hearing people requires a machine translation system
as shown in Figure 1.1. This system is required to translate Arabic sentences into
ArSL and to translate the sentences resulting from ArSL recognition systems into
Arabic. Translation between Arabic and ArSL is challenging. This problem is a
complete machine translation problem because ArSL and Arabic are two different
languages with different structures and grammars. To our knowledge, the major-
ity of available machine translation systems for ArSL performs a direct mapping
between the word and its equivalent ArSL sign. This type of translation results
in loss of meaning of the sentence because it ignores the structure and grammar
of the target language. Thus, a machine translation system between Arabic and
ArSL that preserves the structure and grammar of both languages is needed.
We propose in this dissertation a machine translation system from ArSL to
Arabic. The output of ArSL recognition system is a sequence of Arabic words
corresponding to the recognized ArSL sentences. The ArSL recognition systems
perform direct mapping between the signs of ArSL sentences and their correspond-
ing Arabic words which result in sentences with Arabic words with the structure
of ArSL. To address this, we propose a machine translation system that converts
3
Figure 1.1: Structure of the ArSL recognition and translation system.
the sentences resulting from ArSL recognition system into Arabic sentences that
meet the structure and grammar of Arabic.
The translation of Arabic text into ArSL is important for the full integration
of the deaf into their communities [10]. The input text can be text-generated from
speech or text recognition systems. Translation systems can be used to translate
messages, addresses, and educational materials into ArSL without involving expert
translators. It can also be used with smart phones by translating the incoming
messages into ArSL.
We also propose a rule-based machine translation system to translate Arabic
text into ArSL. The proposed system performs morphological, syntactic, and se-
mantic analysis on Arabic sentences to translate them into sentences with the
grammar and structure of ArSL. The resulting ArSL sentences are represented
4
using sequences of GIF images.
Machine translation systems typically require bilingual parallel corpus. The
available ArSL corpora are largely at the word level and thus do not satisfy the re-
quirements of systems that require the corpus at the sentence level. Unavailability
of ArSL corpus is one of the challenges of ArSL recognition and translation. We
propose in this dissertation a parallel corpus consists of 600 sentences translated
into ArSL by two experts. This database can be used for machine translation.
A second database, shared with another PhD dissertation, Sidig [11], is recorded
using state-of-the-art Microsoft Kinect v2 and it can be used by ArSL recognition
systems. This database contains 502 signs performed by 4 ArSL expert signers.
Each sign is repeated 50 times by each signer which resulted in 100,200 sam-
ples (200 sample per sign). This repetition makes the database appropriate for
machine learning algorithms.
1.2 Motivation
Deaf and hard hearing people form 17 million in the Arab world1. Sign language
varies across Arabic regions. An effort has been made by ALECO to standardize
the sign language in the Arabic countries. This effort resulted in ArSL. ArSL is
complete natural language that has its words, structure, and grammar that differ
from Arabic. Thus, the ability to automate the translation between ArSL and
Arabic is expected to have widespread benefits.
Based on the conducted literature survey, most of the ArSL translation tech-
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niques wrongly assumed that ArSL shares the same grammar and structure with
Arabic language. Hence, they used a direct translation of the signs into their
equivalent Arabic words. Direct translation ignores the structure of the target
language and does not preserve the meaning of the sentence. Using direct transla-
tion by these systems may be attributed to the lack of a comprehensive database
for ArSL and the lack of ArSL grammar documentation. The lack of the database
resulted in using different databases to evaluate the proposed techniques for ArSL
machine translation. These databases are developed by different researchers and
the obtained results may not be comparable. The achieved accuracy of the trans-
lation is related to the quality of the used database. A technique with low error
rate achieved with one database, if used in another database, may produce high
error rate. This necessitates a need for a comprehensive database for ArSL.
It is also noticeable from the conducted survey that most of the ArSL machine
translation techniques evaluated their techniques by experts. Experts evaluation
is usually subjective and cannot be used to compare the techniques with others.
Considering the above mentioned facts, there remains a lot to do in the machine
translation of ArSL. The main aim of this thesis is to address these limitations
and improve the state-of-art in the ArSL machine translation. To our knowledge,
rule-based translation is not deeply studied for ArSL machine translation. Other




The problem of this dissertation can be stated as follows:
Given an Arabic sentence, how can we convert this sentence into ArSL sen-
tence that meets the structure and grammar of ArSL. In addition, how can we
convert the sequence of Arabic words resulting from ArSL recognition system that
represent the recognized ArSL sentence into a meaningful Arabic sentence? Can
we textually transcribe the ArSL? How can we address the challenge of ArSL
database unavailability?
1.4 Research Methodology
The main objective of this dissertation is to conduct basic and applied research
in machine translation between Arabic and ArSL. The following methodology is
followed to carry out the main phases of the dissertation in order to achieve the
dissertation objective
1. Extending the literature review of the state-of-the-art approaches related to
the machine translation between ArSL and Arabic.
2. Establishing a baseline for machine translation of the sequence of Arabic
words representing ArSL sentence recognized by ArSL recognition systems
into Arabic.
3. Establishing a baseline for machine translation of Arabic text into ArSL.
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4. Evaluating the established baselines on a parallel corpus developed in this
dissertation.
5. Develop a gloss annotation system to transcribe ArSL textually.
6. Develop a benchmark ArSL database using state-of-the-art Microsoft Kinect
V2 which can be used by ArSL recognition systems. We shared the work
on this database with another PhD dissertation [11]. This database may be
used to generate sign sequences from Arabic sentences.
1.5 Contributions of the Dissertation
This dissertation addresses the machine translation between Arabic and ArSL.
The contributions of this dissertation are summarized in the following points:
• We proposed a rule-based machine translation system to translate ArSL
sentence resulting from ArSL recognition system into meaningful Arabic
sentence.
• We developed a semantic rule-based machine translation system between
Arabic and ArSL. The proposed system translates Arabic in the form of
text into ArSL by performing lexical, syntactic, and semantic analyses on
the Arabic sentence and applying a set of transformation rules to generate
its equivalent in ArSL.
• We developed a parallel corpus that consists of 600 Arabic sentences trans-
lated by two expert signers into ArSL, which can be used for machine trans-
8
lation purposes.
• We defined a gloss annotation system for transcripting ArSL textually.
• We developed a benchmark ArSL database using state-of-the-art Microsoft
Kinect V2. The database consists of 502 signs, shared the work with another
PhD dissertation [11], performed by four signers and each sign is repeated
50 times by each signer. This resulted in a database consists of 100,200
samples which makes it appropriate for recognition techniques that require
large number of samples such as machine learning techniques.
The remaining of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we
present ArSL and a brief introductory to the machine translation techniques is
presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we survey the techniques used for ArSL
recognition and translation. Chapter 5 presents the proposed gloss annotation
system for ArSL transcripting. In Chapter 6, we present the proposed ArSL
database. The proposed system for translating ArSL into Arabic is presented in
Chapter 7 while the proposed system for translating Arabic into ArSL is presented





ArSL is an independent language with structure and grammar that differ from
Arabic. We present in this chapter the structure and grammar of ArSL. In addi-
tion, we present the main differences between ArSL and Arabic.
2.1 Introduction
Sign language is an independent language that uses body language and gestures
accompanied with facial expressions to convey meaning. Concepts are represented
in sign languages using signs rather than words. Sign is made of combining simul-
taneously hand shapes, hands movement, palms orientation, and location of hands
related to the body [12]. Sign language vocabulary set is restricted to concrete
concepts but it has the ability to invent new signs as they become needed. Sign
Language is a descriptive language where it describes the events and objects as
they occur in nature. For example, the sign of [ÐA 	JK
]
1 [ynAm2 ] ”[Sleep]” in ArSL
is similar to the way of sleeping as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: ÐA 	JK
 ynAm ”Sleep” sign in ArSL
Sign languages are not international as they differ from country to another and
sometimes within the same country. There are several sign languages in the world
such as British Sign Language (BSL), American Sign Language (ASL), Danish
Sign Language (DSL), and Japanese Sign Language (JSL) [7]. The differences
between sign languages are similar to the differences between spoken languages.
However, deaf from different cultures can understand the basic signs of other
languages better than the hearing person who tries to understand another spoken
language [12].
Arabic Sign Language (ArSL) is a full natural language with different struc-
ture, word order, and lexicon than Arabic. Several sign languages are used in
Arabian countries, such as Saudi, Yemeni, Jordanian, and Egyptian [13]. All
Arabic sign languages use the same alphabet signs (Figure 2.2) but differ in the
majority of the other signs. In 1999, LAS and ALECSO attempted to unify these
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languages into ArSL; this effort resulted in a dictionary of 3,200 signs, which were
published in two parts [9]. However, that work does not cover the grammatical
rules of ArSL.
Figure 2.2: ArSL alphabet signs
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ArSL uses dedicated sign for each word in its vocabulary set. It uses finger
spelling for out of vocabulary words such people names. To avoid repeating finger
spelling with people names, deaf people usually agree to give the person a dedi-
cated sign based on his name or a noticeable characteristic of that person such as
beard and nose shape. Deaf people use one sign for all words of the same category.
For example, house and apartment share the same sign. The number of signs that
deaf can have is related to the education level of the deaf person and to the age
of losing his hearing ability. Deaf who lost his hearing ability on advanced age
can differentiate between words of the same category in contrast to deaf who lost
their hearing ability on early age.
Deaf uses compound signs to describe the words that do not have a dedicated




wsym ”Handsome” which is a combination of

ék. ð wjp ”Face” (Figure 2.3 (a))
and ÉJ
Ôg. jmyl ”Beautiful” signs (Figure 2.3 (b)).
The grammar of ArSL is not fully documented. In contrast, the grammar
of other sign languages are documented since last century such as French Sign
Language which has the first grammar book published by Remy Valade in 1854 [7].
The only attempt to summarize the ArSL grammar was done by [14], which is
briefly described in this chapter.
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Figure 2.3: Using compound signs in ArSL for Õæ


ð wsym ”Handsome” sign. (a)

ék. ð wjp ”Face” sign, (b) ÉJ
Ôg. jmyl ”Beautiful” sign.
2.2 ArSL structure
ArSL and Arabic differ mainly in the word and phrase structures. ArSL gram-
mar is poor compared with Arabic. Relative and conditional nouns, passivation,
declension, and particles (e.g., some prepositions and adverbs) are not used in
ArSL. Prepositions can be represented by the position and direction of one sign
in relation to another sign [13]. Deaf people typically handle pronouns in long
sentences by signing the name of the person in a specific location in the space and
referring to that location during conversion.
The verbs and nouns in ArSL are not inflected to show the number and gender
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agreement. In addition, ArSL typically uses the same sign for verb, adjective, and
noun with little change in signing to differentiate a verb from a noun. Unlike
Arabic, which inflects verbs and nouns to indicate the gender, while gender only
appears in ArSL with nouns using a separate sign. For feminine nouns, ArSL




manager” is expressed by the sign [ I
	
K. ] [bnt] ”[GIRL]” followed by the sign [QK
YÓ]
[mdyr] ”[MANAGER].”
The signs in ArSL are typically singular. Plurality is only shown in ArSL with
nouns. To express dual nouns in ArSL, the sign of [ 	àA 	JK @] [AvnAn] ”[Two]” is
used either before the noun if it is a non-human noun or after the noun if it is a
human noun. For example, the word 	àAJ
	
K












K @] [AvnAn] [mdynp] ”[TWO] [CITY]” whereas the word 	àCg. P
rjlAn ”two men” is translated into [ 	àA 	JK @] [Ég. P] [rjl] [AvnAn] ”[MAN] [TWO].”











[kvyr] ”[MUCH]” sign is used.
In Arabic, sentences can be divided into verbal and nominal sentences. A
verbal Arabic sentence begins with the verb and can have one of the following
structures: VSO (Verb-Subject-Object), VOS, VO, or VS. Nominal Arabic sen-
tence begins with the subject and can have the SVO or SOV structure, but the
SVO order is used as the main word order in nearly all Arabic dialects [15]. In
contrast, in ArSL, a sentence begins with the subject [14]. The verbal and nom-
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Figure 2.4: Arabic sentences with their corresponding ArSL sentences
inal Arabic sentences are mapped into the SVO or SOV structure in ArSL, but
the first structure is the most common because ArSL exists in a dialectal envi-
ronment, which uses SVO as the main word order. Figure 2.4 shows examples
of Arabic sentences with their corresponding ArSL sentences. As shown in the
examples, Arabic sentences have the SVO, VOS, and OVS structures, whereas the
ArSL sentences use the SVO structure.
Unlike Arabic, ArSL does not use tense or aspect with verbs. The sentence
tense appears in ArSL if the time of the sentence is important; otherwise, the
present tense is used. The verb tense (past, present, and future) in an ArSL
sentence is expressed using time signs, which are typically placed at the beginning
of the sentence while the verb sign is used in its present tense form. A time sign,
such as [ÉJ.

¯] [qbl] ”[BEFORE]” is used for past verbs, whereas signs such as [ 	àB@]
[AlAn] ”[NOW]” or [È@ 	PAÓ] [mAzAl] ”[STILL]” are used for present continuous




sign is used. A sentence that contains more than one verb with differnt tenses is
expressed in ArSL by a spatial principle using an imaginary line called the time
16
Figure 2.5: Time line in ArSL
line, which represents different moments in time. This line begins from the back
of the body to represent the past, whereas the front of the signer represents the
future (Figure 2.5).
Command sentences are expressed in ArSL by placing the pronoun at the
beginning of the sentence, followed by the main verb of the sentence. Words such
as [Ð 	PB] [lAzm] ”[MUST]” are used to indicate that this action is compulsory.
For example, the Arabic sentence I. 
J.¢Ë@ úÍ@ I. ë
	
X@ A*hb AlY AlTbyb ”Go to the
doctor” is translated into ArSL as [I. 
J.£] [H. Aë
	




K@] [Ant] [lAzm] [*hAb]
[Tbyb] ”[YOU] [MUST] [GO] [DOCTOR].”
A question in ArSL begins with a question mark sign followed by the sentence,
and the question word sign is allocated at the end of the sentence. Some deaf
individuals use the question sign at the end, but this approach is uncommon [14].
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In addition, some question words are replaced by other words in ArSL; for instance,
@
	
XAÖÏ lmA*A ”why” is replaced by [I. . ] [sbb] ”[REASON].” The negation in ArSL
is expressed using the negation sign placed at the end of the chunk. Negation
signs in ArSL are limited to the [B] [lA] ”[NO]”, [@YK. @] [AbdA’] ”[NEVER]”,
and [Yg. ñK











K @] [AnA] [fHS] [lA] ”[I] [CHECKUP] [NO].” It is also common in
ArSL to use facial expressions to express negatives and interrogations, such as
raised eyebrows with head and shoulders leaning forward.
Arabic time modifier words, such as ÉJ.

¯ qbl ”before” and YªK. bEd ”after”
which are typically placed before the time words, are moved to after the time
signs in ArSL. For example, the Arabic phrase

è 	PAg. B@ YªK. bEd AlAjAzp ”after
vocation” is translated into [YªK.] [

è 	PAg. @
] [AjAzp] [bEd] ”[VOCATION] [AFTER].”
The emphasis in ArSL appears through sign repetition. For example, the Arabic
sentence @P@QºKð @P@QÓ IÒÊ¾K A 	K @ AnA tklmt mrArA wtkrArA ”I spoke again and
again” is translated in ArSL as [ÐC¿] [ÐC¿] [ÐC¿] [A 	K @] [AnA] [klAm] [klAm] [klAm]
”[I] [TALK] [TALK] [TALK].” Table 2.1 summarizes the main differences between
Arabic and ArSL.
2.3 Conclusions
Sign language is the main communication medium used by the deaf. Sign language
is not international and there are many sign languages in the world. ArSL is
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Table 2.1: Differences between Arabic and ArSL
one of the sign languages which are used in the Arabian countries. ArSL is an
independent language with structure, grammar, and vocabulary that differ from
Arabic. This chapter covered the structure and grammar of ArSL and presented
the main differences between ArSL and Arabic. ArSL differs mainly from Arabic
in the word and phrase structures but they share the Subject-Verb-Object word.
In contrast to Arabic, ArSL does not inflect nouns and verbs to show the gender




Machine translation (MT) is a branch of computational linguistics that uses com-
puter in automatic translation of text or speech from one human language into
another. Research in the area of machine translation of spoken languages goes
back to the late 1940s with a dramatic improvement in the late 70s and 80s [16].
However, the development in the area of sign language machine translation did
not follow the same level of improvement. The emerge of sign language machine
translation of non-Arabic languages may be dated back to the beginning of 1990s
due to the late linguistic analysis of sign languages [17]. However, the development
in the field of sign language machine translation followed the spoken language ma-
chine translation [17]. The development of ArSL machine translation started just
few years ago. The currently available ArSL translators are still in their infancy
and perform sign-to-word translation.
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3.1 Machine translation approaches
There are four main paradigms of machine translation: rule-based, corpus-based,
hybrid-based, and neural machine translation [18]. These types are shown in
Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: machine translation categories
3.1.1 Rule-based Machine Translation
The rule-based machine translation (RBMT) or second generation machine trans-
lation started in the late 70s and 80s with the introduction of some systems like
Meteo and Systran [19] [17]. RBMT applies the linguistic rules developed by lan-
guage experts for the languages involved in the translation. This approach trans-
lates the source language by first parsing the input text to generate the parse tree
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that is used to generate the target language. The translation involves performing
morphological, syntactic, and semantic analysis’s on the input text [20]. RBMT
systems are based on the syntax and semantics of the languages involved in the
translation that can produce nearly correct translation [21]. However, building the
translation rules is not a trivial task for open vocabulary and domain translations.
RBMT is not scalable where adding new languages requires adding their manu-
ally crafted rules. In addition, it has poor runtime performance and improving the
system requires modifying the rules which require more linguistic knowledge [20].
However, The accuracy of the output can be enhanced if the translation is limited
to a particular domain [21].
RBMT approaches can be divided into three categories: direct, transfer-based,
and interlingua-based. These approaches can be visualized using the Vauquois
triangle, also called the Vauquois pyramid [22] [2] shown in Figure 3.2.
Direct translation
Direct translation was first initialized by IBM [23]. This type of translation re-
places each word in the source language text with its equivalent in the target
language. It preserves the word order of the source language text without consid-
ering the variations in structure and grammar of the target language that makes
the resulting text difficult to understand [23].
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Figure 3.2: Vauquois pyramid [2].
Transfer translation
As shown in Figure 3.2, transfer-based machine translation lies between direct
and interlingua translation approaches. In transfer-based machine translation, a
deeper analysis of the input sentence is performed than direct translation but
shallower than Interlingua approaches. It aims to overcome the structure differ-
ences between the source and target languages by providing syntactically correct
target language text [20]. This type of translation depends on a set of rules
for source-language/target-language pair translation. These rules transform the
source-language representations (e.g. SUBJECT, OBJECT) into suitable target-
language syntactic representations [23].
Transfer-based machine translation has three stages: analysis, transfer, and
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generation. First, the source language text is analyzed to extract its grammatical
structure. The output of this stage is a parse tree which is transferred into its
equivalent tree in the target language using the transfer rules. Finally, the text of
the target language is generated in the generation phase.
Transfer translation accommodates more complex translations than direct
translation approach and it handles the ambiguities that carry over from one
language to another [23]. However, this type of translation requires monolingual
grammars of the languages involved in the translation which is costly in time and
effort for translation between open vocabulary languages [17].
Interlingua translation
This type of translation performs deep semantic analysis of the source text in order
to translate it into target language. It extracts the meaning of the source language
sentence and expresses it in a language-independent intermediate representation
that makes it possible to translate into the target language. This representation
can be used to generate multiple target languages. State-of-the-art interlingua
approaches depend most commonly on morphological, syntactic, and semantic
rules and result in higher accuracies than comparable linguistic methods [20].
Interlingua translation consists of three steps: analysis, transfer, and genera-
tion [24]. The first stage is to convert the source text into source dependent rep-
resentation with the help of parser [25]. It is then transferred into target-language
representation using transfer rules. This representation is used to generate the
target text after performing the necessary morphological processes.
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This approach results in losing the style and emphasis of the source language
text because interlingua representations are independent of the source text. This
makes this approach take the form of rephrasing rather than translation when
generating the target language text [23]. Additionally, Interlingua approaches
require significant time for creating the internal representation by linguists [26].
3.1.2 Corpus-based machine translation
Corpus-based machine translation (CBMT) was developed to address the scalabil-
ity issue of RBMT [27]. CBMT, also known as knowledge-based approach, relies
on machine learning algorithms in translating the input text based on the previ-
ous translations. This type of translation uses parallel corpus as a main source
of knowledge in the translation. CBMT requires an enormous bilingual corpus to
achieve the translation.
CBMT and hybrid approaches are the more translation approaches used re-
cently [21]. However, CBMT could not solve some problems that are already
solved by RBMT such as ambiguity that includes syntactic variations, slang, ir-
regular verbs, and others [28]. In addition, quality of the translation depends on
the size of the corpus, small corpus usually results in poor translation. CBMT can
be divided into two categories: statistical and example-based machine translation.
Statistical Machine Translation
Statistical machine translation (SMT) is introduced in 1949 by Warren Weaver
and re-introduced by IBM in 1993. In the last two decades, SMT dominated
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the field of machine translation research and market [18] [29]. SMT uses ma-
chine learning algorithms to compute the statistical model from the previously
translated text (bilingual corpus) and use it for translation. It applies a learning
algorithm to a parallel corpus to get the probability of the most likely transla-
tion of the input sentence [29]. SMT systems are categorized as word-based and
phrase-based [21]. It can translate the words (word-based models) or phrases
(phrase-based models) as atomic units. The main source of knowledge in SMT is
a table with phrase/words translations with their probabilities.
The accuracy of SMT depends on the size of the bilingual corpus where an
accurate translation is obtained from large corpus. However, content disambigua-
tion is the main problem of SMT where this approach ignores the meaning of the
word [20].
Example-Based Machine Translation
Example-based machine translation (EBMT) relies on the stored translations in
its database to translate the new text. This class can be dated back to 80s [30].
It employs the principle of analogy and it is characterized by the use of bilingual
corpus with bitexts of both languages as main knowledge base at run time [31].
EBMT uses already seen examples in the training data to translate new texts
without using linguistic rules. It translates the input sentence by comparing it
against the already translated sentences in the parallel corpus. If there is no
match, EBMT splits the input sentence into smaller segments (e.g. clauses) and
align each segment with its corresponding translation in the parallel corpus. The
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translated segments are recombined to form the output translation.
The accuracy of the translation depends on the existence of the equivalent ex-
amples in the bilingual corpus. In addition, this approach consumes huge memory
to store the training data at run time [32].
3.1.3 Hybrid-based Machine Translation
Hybrid-based machine translation (HBMT) is proposed to resolve the tradeoffs
between RBMT and CBMT approaches. It is a combination of RBMT and CBMT
approaches. It involves the hybridization of machine translation techniques such
as using linguistics knowledge with SMT or using CBMT components with RBMT
[33]. It has the same requirements as RBMT and CBMT.
HBMT is more efficient than RBMT and CBMT as it is based on rules and
statistics [21]. Consequently, HBMT has the drawbacks of these approaches which
make it difficult to maintain [20].
3.1.4 Neural machine translation
Neural machine translation (NMT) is a new machine translation technique that is
originally developed using sequence-to-sequence models [34] [35]. NMT has been
improved using attention-based variants [36] [37]. It is currently a widely-used
technique for machine translation and other natural language processing tasks
such as text summarization, dialogue, and parsing. Recently, NMT outperformed
other machine translation techniques such as RBMT and SMT [38] [39] [36] [40]
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[41].
However, NMT is data-hungry approach where effective results are obtained
with high languages’ resources such as English-French pair. However, it is less
efficient with low-resources languages such as sign languages and Sindhi language
[21].
3.1.5 Conclusions
The development of sign language machine translation systems followed the ma-
chine translation of spoken languages. The techniques used for spoken translation
varies from rule-based to neural machine translation. HBMT and NMT showed
high translation accuracies compared with other translation techniques. However,
these techniques need enormous data which is unavailable with sign languages in
particular ArSL.
The machine translation of ArSL falls far behind other sign languages. This is
attributed to many challenges such as lack of parallel corpus and experts scarcity.
This makes RBMT the appropriate approach for ArSL machine translation given





Recognizing and translating ArSL into meaningful Arabic is important for full
integration of the deaf in the community. The framework consists of two parts
recognition and translation as shown in Figure 4.1. The recognition part is respon-
sible for recognizing the ArSL signs in video streams and convert them into Arabic
text or speech. ArSL recognition systems preserve the structure of ArSL sentences
which makes the output sentences has vague meaning. To address this issue, the
machine translation part is needed to convert this output into meaningful Arabic
sentence. Furthermore, the machine translation part is used to translate Arabic
sentences into ArSL sentences.
Developing a full system for ArSL recognition and translation between Arabic
and ArSL is one of the objectives of the KFUPM project funding this work. Sidig
[11] is working on the recognition part and this thesis addressing the translation
part.
In this chapter we first present a brief review of ArSL recognition systems.
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Then we present a literature review and the state-of-the-art in the ArSL machine
translation.
Figure 4.1: Framework of ArSL recognition and translation system.
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4.1 ArSL recognition
ArSL recognition system identifies the equivalent Arabic words of acquired signs.
The recognition process starts by preprocessing the acquired signs to make them
convenient for features extraction. In the training stage, the extracted features are
used in building the ArSL models that are used for classifying the new acquired
signs into their equivalent Arabic words.
ArSL recognition systems consist of signs acquisition, features extraction, and
classification. ArSL recognition starts by acquiring signs using signs acquisition
techniques. There are two categories of signs’ acquisition techniques: vision-based
and sensor-based. Vision-based techniques depend mainly on single and multi-
camera for signs capturing. Multi-camera helps in reducing some environmental
constraints [42]. However, more computational load accompanies 3-D models that
can be processed by the rapid advancement of processing units. Sensor-based
techniques depend on wearing electronic sensor gloves by signer during signing
(Figure 4.2). Several features are provided by the sensor gloves such as position,
movement, orientation, rotation of the hand, and finger bending [43]. However,
the requirement of wearing a cumbersome instrument by the signer is the drawback
of this technique [44].
Several techniques have been proposed during the last decade for sign language
recognition. These techniques can be categorized as sensor based [45, 46], vision
based [47–54], phoneme based [55–60], and machine learning techniques [61–73].
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Figure 4.2: Hand glove sensors.
4.2 ArSL machine translation
Machine translation between Arabic and ArSL is a bidirectional problem. The
first part is to translate ArSL sentences resulting from ArSL recognition systems
into Arabic with correct structure and grammar. The second part is to translate
Arabic sentences into ArSL.
4.2.1 ArSL to Arabic machine translation
All available ArSL recognition systems preform direct mapping between signs in
ArSL sentence and their equivalent Arabic words. This preserves the structure and
grammar of ArSL sentence and ignores the structure and grammar of the target
language, Arabic. This type of translation results in Arabic sentences difficult
to understand by an average Arabic speaker. In addition, using the resulting
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sentence as an input for web search may not retrieve the required information by
the deaf. In order to convert the generated sentences into correct Arabic sentences
with correct structure and grammar we need a machine translation system to
translate the sentence resulting from ArSL recognition system into Arabic. To
our knowledge, no work covered this problem for ArSL. All the available ArSL
recognition systems output the recognized sentences in their original structure
and depend on the end-user to understand the meaning of the sentence.
4.2.2 Arabic to ArSL machine translation
Translation of Arabic into ArSL is important for communication between hearing
people and deaf. Most of the hearing people depend on either experts or writing
to interact with deaf. The first method is costly and unavailable most of the time.
In addition, using writing for interaction with deaf is unuseful with illiterate deaf.
Translating Arabic, speech or text, into ArSL is needed to communicate with
deaf and to translate messages, addresses, and educational materials into ArSL
without involving expert translators. However, translating Arabic into ArSL faces
some challenges such as lack of comprehensive corpus. In Addition, few linguistic
studies cover ArSL grammar and structure [74].
ArSL machine translation is still in its infancy compared with other sign lan-
guages [75]. Several machine translation approaches have been proposed for other
sign languages such as American sign language (ASL) [76], British sign language
(BSL) [77], and Dutch sign language (DSL) [78]. These approaches vary mainly
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on the used translation technique. Most of these approaches were rule-based.
Direct translation is used by TESSA system [79] to translate the English text
into its equivalent BSL signs. Transfer-based translation is used by most of the
sign language translation systems such as ZARDOZ [80], ASL Workbench [81],
ViSiCAST [82], Albuquerque Weather [83], South African sign language ma-
chine translation system [84], and Spanish sign language translation system [85].
TEAM system [76] used interlingua-based approach for translating English into
ASL. Huenerfauth [86] proposed a system combining direct, transfer, and interlin-
gual methodologies into one system to translate English into ASL. Other systems
started using data-driven techniques for sign language translation such as statis-
tical machine translation (SMT) [87] [88] and example-based machine translation
(EBMT) [78]. However, the accuracy of these systems depends on the size of the
parallel corpus which is usually limited for most sign languages.
A number of attempts has been made during the last decade to develop ma-
chine translation systems for translating Arabic text into ArSL. Almasoud [89]
used translation rules to translate Arabic text into ArSL. The input text is mor-
phologically analyzed and the ArSL rules are applied on each Arabic word to
transform it into its equivlent sign. The domain ontology of each word is searched
to get the words’ sign code in SignWriting database which is used for retrieving
the equivalent Sign Writing symbol. If the sign code of the word is not found, then
the sign code of one of its synonyms is returned or the word is finger spelled. To
evaluate the proposed system, an expert is consulted. The used corpus is limited
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to only 54 instances so most of the words is expected to be finger spelled.
A corpus-based approach for translating Arabic text into ArSL using chunk-
based EBMT is used by Almohimeed et al. [74]. To ensure only one output of the
morphological analyzer, the input sentence is diacriticized using Google Tashkeel
on the pre-processing step. The output of the morphological analyzer is matched
against chunks in the chunk table. If the chunk is not found, a word to sign trans-
lation is performed using the sign dictionary. To evaluate the system, a corpus
for instructional language with 203 signed sentences is used with an expert and
Leave-one-Out (LOO) evaluation techniques. Using LOO evaluation technique,
a 46.7% word error rate (WER) and 29.4% average position-independent WER
are reported. EBMT depends on the examples quality and their similarity to the
input text. In addition, Google Tashkeel project is not continued.
An algorithm to convert Arabic text sentences into ASL is presented in [90].
The algorithm starts by using morphological analyzer to find the root of verb
words in the sentence and extracts other features depending on the morpholog-
ical pattern. Then syntax analysis is performed to build the parse tree using
dependence grammar concept. The nominal sentences are directly mapped into
ASL while other sentences are converted into Time-Comment. Finally, a robot
is developed to search for each word of the ASL tree in the ASL dictionary and
performs it directly. If there is no word matching in the ASL dictionary, the robot
performs full sign of the word using the word features extracted by morphological
and syntax analyzers. Alfi et al. [91] proposed a translation system from Ara-
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bic text into ArSL based on a knowledge base. A rule-based technique is used
to convert the root of the sentence words, which are extracted by morphological
analyzer, into its equivalent sign. Word synonym is used for words that do not
have an equivalence in the ArSL dictionary. Otherwise, the word is finger spelled.
The proposed system is evaluated by five experts using 101 sentences and 97.7%
F-score is reported. This work covers only nominal sentences and ignores other
sentence types.
Other researches targeted mobile applications [92–96]. These systems applied
direct machine translation by translating each word in the input sentence into its
corresponding sign in the sign dictionary or spelling it for missing equivalent sign.
These systems wrongly assumed that the grammar of ArSL is similar to Arabic
language [74]. In addition, the semantic of the input sentence is ignored in the
translation process.
4.3 Conclusions
A comprehensive system for recognizing and translating ArSL into Arabic is
needed to communicate with the deaf. In this chapter, we surveyed the tech-
niques used for ArSL recognition and translation. Based on the conducted survey
on machine translation of ArSL, we can conclude the following:-
• Limited datasets are used in the surveyed systems due to the lack of bench-
mark ArSL databases. In addition, these datasets are unavailable for other
researchers.
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• Some systems wrongly assumed that ArSL shares the grammar and structure
with Arabic language.
• Most of the systems, especially the old ones, are evaluated by experts. This is
may be attributed to the nature of the problem and to the lack of automated
evaluation techniques for such systems.
• To our knowledge, no work covered the translation of the ArSL sentences
resulting from ArSL recognition systems into Arabic.
• Semantic translation is essential for an accurate machine translation of Ara-
bic into ArSL, however, most of the Arabic to ArSL translation systems
perform direct translation and few works employed semantics in the trans-
lation.
• Due to the lack of benchmarking databases, the comparison between differ-





Sign language is a visual language that uses body language such as hand shape and
facial expressions to convey meaning. Sign language is represented visually using
video streams or sequences of images. However, describing sign language textually
is needed in different disciplines such as deaf education and signs generation. We
propose in this chapter a gloss annotation system to describe ArSL sign textually.
5.1 Symbolic notation systems
The transcription of sign language requires writing systems that can represent
various parameters of the sign language, such as the signs, hand shapes, and facial
expressions. There are several notation methods to represent the sign language,
which can be categorized as symbolic or textural.
Symbolic notation systems, such as Stokoe [1] and HamNoSys [97], depend on
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Table 5.1: Samples of Stokoe notations [1]
symbols for sign representation. Stokoe notation was created by William Stokoe
for ASL in 1960. Stokoe notation uses latin letters and numerals for shapes that
have finger spellings, and iconic glyphs to transcribe the movement, position, and
orientation of the hands [1]. Table 5.1 shows some of the symbols used in Stokoe
notation system and Figure 5.1 shows the Stokoe notation for ”SNAKE” sign.
HamNoSys is a phonetic transcription system developed in 1985 at the univer-
sity of Hamburg, Germany. The HamNoSys notation consists of description of the
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Figure 5.1: ASL ”SNAKE” sign annotated using Stokoe system [3]
initial posture (shape, position,and orientation of the hands with non-manual fea-
tures) with description of how the posture actions are performed sequentially [4].
Figure 5.2 shows some notations used for fingers spelling in HamNoSys system and
Figure 5.3 shows an example of ”HAMBURG” sign annotated using HamNoSys
system.
Figure 5.2: HamNoSys notations used for some of the fingers spelling [4]
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Figure 5.3: ”HAMBURG” sign annotated using HamNoSys system [4]
5.2 Gloss annotation system
The symbolic annotation systems are textually complex and cannot easily repre-
sent the sign language parameters [98]. The gloss annotation is a textual represen-
tation of sign languages. Unlike other systems, the glossing annotation avoids the
complexity of understanding other systems and does not require prior knowledge
of the sign symbols.
ASL signs are represented in the glossing system by capitalized English
words, e.g., CHEESE (”cheese”) or MAN (”man”). If the sign consists of more
than one word, a hyphen is used between them, e.g., DON’T-KNOW (”don’t
know”). Finger-spelled words are represented using fs- in front of the word,
such as fs-JOHN (”John”). ASL compound signs are linked by ”+,” such as
MOTHER+FATHER (”parent”), whereas ”++” is used to indicate that the sign
is repeated.
Non-manual signs, which simultaneously appear with the manual sign(s), are
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represented in the ASL gloss by overlines, as shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4 shows
an information question marker (Wh), which indicates that the eyebrows should
be squinted. The ”q” marker is used to represent questions that are answered
with a simple yes or no. This marker indicates that the eyebrows should be
raised. ASL uses other markers to represent other non-manual signs, such as a
negative statement ”n,” yes response ”y,” and rhetorical question ”rq.”
Figure 5.4: Representing wh questions by the ASL gloss
To our knowledge, ArSL does not have proper gloss notation. The ASL gloss
annotation system cannot be used for ArSL because these languages use different
scripts. In addition, we could not use it with the transliterated Arabic characters
because the character case (uppercase or lowercase) has a meaning in Arabic
transliteration systems [99]. To our knowledge, the only attempt to develop gloss
notation for ArSL was by [98]. Aouiti et al. [98] translated the notations of the
ASL glossing system to be used for ArSL. However, this anotation system does not
consider the differences between ASL and ArSL. For example, Aouiti et al. [98]
used the annotation 1-
	
¨- 	 1-g-D for ñë hw ”he” and ù


ë hy ”she” pronouns,
whereas there are two different signs for these pronouns in ArSL. In addition,
1-
	
¨-½ÊÓ 1-g-mlk is used for absent pronouns, which are not used in ArSL.
Thus, we propose a new gloss annotation method for ArSL. The proposed
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method follows the guidelines of [100] for ASL glossing with several changes to
suite ArSL. The sign of ArSL is represented in our proposed glossing system
between two brackets as shown in Table 5.2. This method removes the need for
using a hyphen (as in the ASL glossing system) to represent the sign that consists
of more than one word. Finger spelling is represented in this glossing system by #
before and after the sign to be finger-spelled, as shown in Table 5.2. Repetition is
represented by ”+” after the sign, and the number of ”plus” symbols reflects the
number of repetitions. Sign emphasization is represented in our proposed glossing
method using the ’- H’ -t symbol after the sign.
Markers (to represent non-manual expressions) are represented in our glossing
notation using hyphen (”-”) followed by the marker letter attached to the end of
the sign(s). Table 5.2 shows the question markers - -s and - I -st attached
to the ArSL question sentences. Other ASL gloss markers can be used in our
glossing system by attaching to the end of the sign(s) gloss. For signs that involve
articulation in a locus position, the location, object, or person is indicated with
an index following the gloss. The indexed person, location, or object can be




@ A$Arp ”SIGN”]- sign followed by the index of the person,
location, or object. Table 5.2 summarizes the gloss notation in our proposed
glossing system.
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Table 5.2: Notations of the proposed gloss system for ArSL
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5.3 Conclusions
ArSL is a visual language that uses body language to convey meaning. Sign
language can be represented visually and textully. The available way to represent
ArSL is visually using video streams or images. We proposed in this chapter a
textural gloss annotation system to represent ArSL. The proposed gloss annotation
system follows the guidelines of [100] for ASL glossing with several changes to
suite ArSL. The proposed gloss system can be used to represent the manual and




The availability of a comprehensive benchmarking database for ArSL is one of the
challenges of the automatic recognition and translation between Arabic and ArSL.
This chapter introduces a database for ArSL recognition and translation. The
database can be used for ArSL recognition and it consists of 502 signs performed by
four signers and recorded using Microsoft Kinect V2. We shared the development
of this database with Sidig [11] under the support of KFUPM through project
number INF10058. The database consists also of bilingual corpus consisting of
600 Arabic sentences translated into ArSL by two ArSL experts. This corpus can
be used for machine translation between Arabic and ArSL. This database will be
freely available for researchers.
6.1 Introduction
Sign language corpora are scarce [101]. Even if there is enough video data available
online, this data is not annotated and the signs are not segmented which makes it
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unsuitable for sign language recognition and translation systems. For ArSL, the
availability of a comprehensive benchmarking database is one of the challenges
of ArSL recognition and translation systems [74]. This is partially a result of
the difficulties associated with sign language data collection such as time and
cost in addition to the limited number of ArSL experts [17]. As a result, some
researchers developed their own data that is usually limited or unavailable for
other researchers and consequently the obtained results of the different techniques
may not be comparable.
Most researchers in the literature used datasets with low number of signs [102]
[49] [103] [104] [105]. Aujeszky and Eid [53] used skeleton joint point data provided
by Kinect to recognize 18 signs. Ahmed and Aly in [106] used a dataset of 23
signs to evaluate their proposed technique. Mohandes et al. [47] used a dataset
of 300 signs to evaluate their technique which is based on skin-color thresholding
technique. However, these databases are not available for researchers or discarded.
Shanableh et al. in [48] built a database of 23 signs, each sign was repeated
50 times by three signers. They reported that their setup doesn’t restrict the
background or the signer clothes. This database is extended by Sidig et al. [107] by
adding one more signer. Alfonse et al. [108] presented a database consisting of 1216
signs. The signs are captured using ordinary HD camera, Microsoft Kinect V2,
and LMC sensors. The database is performed by four signers in an unrestricted
environment. However, this database can not be used for recognition systems
using machine learning techniques as each sign is repeated only thee times by two
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signers. In addition, this database is not available.
SignsWorld Atlas is another database for ArSL presented by Shohieb et al.
[109]. The database is captured using regular video camera. A total of 500 manual
and non-manual sign elements were performed by different number of signers that
ranges from two (for hand shapes in isolation and in single signs) to ten signers
(for digits). Absence of signs repetition and unavailability of this database are
limitations.
In contrast to ArSL, various databases are available for other sign languages.
RWTH-BOSTON-50, RWTH-BOSTON-104, and RWTH-BOSTON-400 are ASL
video-based databases created by Boston University [110–112]. RWTH-BOSTON-
400 is the largest and it consists of 843 sentences performed by five signers.
SIGNUM is a German sign Language database that is not freely available [113].
It consists of 780 sentences (450 signs) performed by 25 signers. ECHO is a
sign language database available in three sign languages: Swedish, Dutch, and
British [114]. It consists of five stories and some interviews with signers.
Based on the conducted survey on the available ArSL databases we can con-
clude that most of ArSL databases are generated by researchers and they are
not available for other researchers. In addition, the available ArSL databases ei-
ther are limited in size or do not contain much repetition hence unsuitable for
techniques that need large size of data such as machine learning techniques. To
address these issues, we developed two databases for ArSL recognition and trans-
lation. This first database, KArSL database, consists of 502 signs performed by
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four professional signers and each sign is repeated fifty times by each signer. The
database is recorded using state-of-art multi-modal Microsoft Kinect V2. The sec-
ond database is a bilingual corpus consisting of 600 Arabic sentences translated
into ArSL by two ArSL experts. These databases will be made freely available for
interested researchers. More details about the two databases are in the following
sections.
6.2 KArSL database
KArSL (KFUPM Arabic Sign Language) database is a part of a project for
Arabic sign language recognition and translation using Microsoft Kinect V2. The
collected database consists of eleven chapters of ArSL dictionary (Table 6.1). Each
sign of the database is performed by four professional signers which is repeated
fifty times by each signer. This resulted in a total of 100,400 samples of the whole
database (200 samples/sign). Table 6.1 shows statistics of the collected signs. For
more information about this database we refer to Sidig [11]
6.3 KArSL corpus
It merits specifying that there is no bilingual corpus for ArSL machine translation
that is freely available for researchers. Thus, different researchers use different
data sets, and consequently the accuracies of the different strategies may not be
comparable.
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Table 6.1: Statistics of KArSL database




4 Common verbs 32
5 Family 32
6 Characteristics 49
7 Directions and places 16
8 Social relationships 10
9 In house 57
10 Religion 103
11 Jobs and professions 44
Total 502
Almohimeed et al. [115] developed a corpus of instructional language, which
is used in schools for deaf students. Three native ArSL signers and one expert
interpreter are involved in building the corpus. The corpus consists of 710 signs
to form 203 sentences. Assaleh et al. [116] collected 40 sentences from one deaf
person with 19 repetitions of each sentence. Elhadj et al. [117] developed a corpus
of Saudi sign language that consists of 4,500 signs in the Islamic domain. These
databases are not available for researchers.
In contrast, several non-ArSL corpora have been developed in the last decade.
RWTH-BOSTON-50 [111] is an ASL database that consists of 50 sentences signed
by two deaf people. RWTH-BOSTON-104 [118] and RWTH-BOSTON-400 [119]
are extensions of this database and include 201 and 454 sentences, respectively.
These databases can be used for continuous sign language recognition and transla-
tion. The National Center for Sign Language and Gesture Resources (NCSLGR)
developed a database of more than 1,000 sentences, 15 short stories, and 50-
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minute-long dialogues [120]. This database is only available on CDs. The ASL
Lexicon Video Dataset (ASLLVD) is another database that consists of 15 short
narratives and hundreds of sentences [121]. The ATIS corpus is available for En-
glish, South African, German, and Irish sign languages [122]. It is based on the
domain of air travel information and it consists of 680 sentences. In addition
to ASL, many corpora have been developed for other sign languages, such as
Dutch [123], Irish [124], Chinese [125], and German [126].
This work had no established base of word lists or corpus; hence, we began
our own data collection. We targeted the health domain in building our corpus.
We prepared a bilingual parallel corpus of 600 sentences. The corpus is annotated
using our proposed glossing system discussed in chapter 5. The sentences of the
database are real-life sentences that are used in medical centers. These sentences
cover nearly all Arabic sentence types (e.g., verbal, nominal, questions). There
are 3,294 words in our corpus (1,172 unique words), and the average sentence
length is 5.5 words. Figure 6.1 shows the frequency of words appearing in the
corpus. As shown in the figure, the corpus has a large number of unique words
as more than 85% of the words in the corpus appeared less than 5 times. The
large number of unique words makes the corpus appropriate for evaluating real
world ArSL translation systems. The sign language portion of the corpus consists
of two translations of each sentence translated by one deaf person and one expert
bilingual translator (Appendix A). The two translations have lexical or structural
differences, but both preserve the meaning of Arabic sentences. This variation may
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be attributed to how the translator conveys the meaning of the Arabic sentence to
the deaf. Figure 6.2 shows an example of two translations of an Arabic sentence.
As shown in Figure 6.2, both translations have the same meaning but differ in
structure and the use of additional words to clarify the meaning to the deaf. We
divided the corpus into training (70%), development (15%), and testing (15%)
sets as shown in Appendix A.
Figure 6.1: Words frequency in the corpus
In addition, the ArSL dictionary is available as images with an Arabic annota-
tion for each sign. This annotation does not follow a consistent rule for annotation,
as shown in Figure 6.3, where some signs are annotated using the noun form (Fig-
ure 6.3 (a)), whereas others with the verb form (Figure 6.3 (b)). To handle this
issue and make the dictionary usable for natural language processing (NLP) tasks,
we re-annotated each sign in the ArSL dictionary using the following information:
SID, Word, Lemma, and Translation. SID is a unique number for each sign in
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Figure 6.2: Different manual translations of an Arabic sentence
the dictionary, Word is the Arabic annotation of the sign used by the ArSL dic-
tionary authors, lemma is the lemma of the sign word, and Translation is the
English translation of the sign.












 ygny ”HE IS SINGING”
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6.4 Conclusions
One of the challenges of ArSL recognition and translation systems is the lack of
database. We handled this issue by introducing KArSL database that can be
used by researchers for ArSL recognition and translation. The database consists
of annotated video signs and bilingual parallel corpus. The annotated video signs
can be used for ArSL recognition and it is recorded using the state-of-art multi-
modal Microsoft Kinect V2. The annotated video signs consists of 502 signs
performed by four signers. Each sign is repeated 50 times by each signer which
makes it suitable for techniques the requires large number of samples such as
machine learning techniques. The bilingual parallel corpus consists of 600 Arabic
sentences and each sentence is translated into ArSL by two ArSL experts. Both






ArSL recognition systems output sequence of Arabic words resulting from rec-
ognizing signs in the ArSL sentence. These systems perform direct translation
between the recognized sign in the ArSL sentence and its corresponding Arabic
in the ArSL dictionary. This results in persevering the structure and grammar
of the ArSL sentence which makes the resulting sentence not fully understndble
by an average Arabic speaker. We develop in this chapter a machine translation
system to convert the recognized ArSL sentence into Arabic sentences that meet
the structure and grammar of Arabic.
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7.1 Introduction
ArSL recognition systems recognize continuous ArSL sentences and represent the
output verbally or textually as a set of Arabic words. To our knowledge, all the
available ArSL recognition systems preform direct mapping between the recog-
nized signs in ArSL sentence and their equivalent Arabic words. This preserves
the structure and grammar of ArSL sentence and ignores the structure and gram-
mar of the target language, Arabic, which results in Arabic sentences with vague
meaning. In order to convert these sentences into Arabic sentences with correct
structure and grammar, we need to add a layer between the ArSL recognition
system and the end-user. This layer is responsible for translating the sentence
resulting from ArSL recognition system into Arabic as shown in Figure 7.1. As
shown in the figure, the output of ArSL recognition system is a set of isolated
Arabic words representing the signs in ArSL sentence. ArSL to Arabic machine
translation system translates these words into meaningful Arabic sentence.
In this chapter, we develop this machine translation system that work at the
word, phrase, and sentence levels. The input to the translation system is a set of
Arabic words resulting from the ArSL recognition system. These words represent
the ArSL sentence which is annotated using the gloss annotation system discussed
in chapter 5. Translating this sentence into Arabic starts by pre-processing the
input ArSL sentence and then translating it into Arabic at the word, phrase, and
sentence levels. Finally, post-processing is performed to the output to enhance
the translation. Figure 7.2 shows the framework of the proposed system.
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Figure 7.1: ArSL recognition and translation framework.
7.2 Pre-processing
The output of the ArSL recognition system is an ArSL sentence represented as a
sequence of Arabic words. These words are encoded in UTF-8 and are the input
to our machine translation system. The first step in the pre-processing stage is
transliterating the input text using Habash-Soudi-Buckwalter (HSB) translitera-
tion system [127]. This transliteration helps in using the NLP tools that do not
support UTF-8 encoding. To remove the variations between the words with the
same meaning, we normalize the input sentence as follows:-
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Figure 7.2: ArSL to Arabic machine translation system framework.
• All Alif variations (viz.

@ ”Alif with Hamza over”, @

”Alif with Hamza under”,

@ ”Alif with maddah”, and

@ ”Alif with wasla”) are normalized into @ ”Alif
without Hamza.”
• è ”Taa marbutah” is normalized into ë ”Haa.”
Then we interpret the gloss notations and convert them into their equivalent
words. The facial expressions that are expressed using characters attached to the
sign(s) are converted to words representing the facial expression and are inserted
in their appropriate positions preserving the structure of the ArSL sentence. For
example, the facial expression I st that represents interrogation is shown in
Figure 7.3 attached to the signs. We convert this facial expression into question
mark and Éë hl ”ARE” and inserted these new words, according to the structure
of ArSL sentence, at the beginning and end of the sentence, respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Converting facial expressions into words.
7.3 Morphological analysis
Translating an ArSL sentence into Arabic requires some information about each
sign word in the ArSL sentence. The required information can be extracted by per-
forming morphological analysis on the ArSL sentences’ sign words. However, the
available morphological analyzers are trained on languages other than ArSL that
make them unable to analyze the ArSL sentences. In addition, training morpho-
logical analyzers on ArSL requires large annotated ArSL corpus for this purpose
which is unavailable. To address this challenge, we extract gender, number, POS,
and English translation from the input sentence as following:
• Feminine noun in ArSL is expressed by performing [ I 	K. ] [bnt] ”[GIRL]” sign
before the noun. We use this sign to set the gender feature of the following
noun sign to feminine and then we remove [ I
	
K. ] [bnt] ”[GIRL]” sign from
the sentence. We usd also MADAMIRA toolkit [128] to obtain the gender
of other sign words.
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K] [vlAvh] ”[THREE]” or [Q


J»] [Kvyr] ”[MUCH].” We use these
signs and signs repetition to set the number feature of the sign word to
single, dual, or plural.
• Proper nouns are finger spelled in ArSL and expressed in ArSL gloss anno-
tation system between hashes (#). This helps in identifying proper nouns
and setting their POS feature to proper noun. Some verbs and nouns share
the same sign in ArSL. However, the way of signing the verb can be distin-
guished by the ArSL recognition systems. This information is encoded in
the ArSL gloss notation system and therefore we use it to set the POS tag
of that signs to verb.
• English translation of each sign is obtained using MADAMIRA toolkit [128].
7.4 Translation system
ArSL differs from Arabic at the structure and grammar of word, phrase, and
sentence. Translating ArSL sentence into Arabic passes through three translation
levels: word, phrase, and sentence (Figure 7.4). The translation system starts
by translating ArSL sign words into their corresponding Arabic words. Then
these words are formed into phrases which are combined to form Arabic sentences
according to the structure and grammar of Arabic. Each translation level involves
sub-stages that will be discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 7.4: Translating ArSL sign words (top) into words, phrases, and Arabic
sentence (bottom).
7.4.1 Word level translation
ArSL recognition systems replace each sign with its equivalent Arabic word in
the ArSL dictionary. ArSL uses dedicated signs to show the gender, number,
and tense of the word in contrast to Arabic which inflects the word to show
the gender, number, and tense. For example, the Arbic word HAPYÓ mdrsAt










K. ] [bnt] [mdrs]
[vlAvp] ”[GIRL] [TEACHER] [THREE].” The first sign [ I
	
K. ] [bnt] ”[GIRL]” is
used to show the gender of the next sign, [PYÓ] [mdrs] ”[TEACHER]”, while






K] [vlAvh] ”[THREE]”, is used to show the number which is more
than two in this example. Word level translation involves a set of sub-stages to
convert these signs into Arabic words and make the resulting words agree with the
subject and verb of the sentence in gender and number. These sub-stages involves
sign replacement, gender agreement, number agreement, pronoun agreement, and
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verb and subject agreement.
Sign words replacement
ArSL has a limited vocabulary size (approximately 3,200 signs) that makes deaf
people depend mainly on using word synonyms or describing the OOV words
using other words. For example, some deaf uses [I. . Ë@] [Alsbb] ”[REASON]”
sign instead of @
	
XAÖÏ lmA*A ”why” word in question sentence. We replace such
words with their equivalent Arabic words. Table 7.1 shows the signs replaced by
their equivalent Arabic words.












































ArSL uses the same sign for masculine and feminine. It uses [ I
	
K. ] [bnt] ”[GIRL]”
sign before the noun for feminine nouns whereas Arabic inflects nouns to show the









K. ] [bnt] [jndy] ”[GIRL] [SOLDIER]” correspond
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Jk. jndyp ”feminine soldier.”
In this stage, we convert the ArSL feminine nouns into their corresponding
Arabic by adding ë h ”Haa”, Z @ A’ ”Alif with hamza”, and ø Y ”Taa maqsurah”
to the masculine form of the noun and remove the [ I
	
K. ] [bnt] ”[GIRL]” sign from
the ArSL sentence. This result in three candidate feminine nouns of each ArSL
feminine noun as shown in Figure 7.5. To select among the candidate feminine
nouns we applied statistical language model using the KenLM toolkit [129].
Figure 7.5: Converting ArSL feminine noun into Arabic. (a) ArSL sign words (b)
candidate Arabic feminine nouns (c) resulting Arabic feminine noun
Number adjustment







K] [vlAvp] ”[THREE]” or [Q


J»] [kvyr] ”[MUCH]” with the singular form of the
sign. In contrast, Arabic inflects the noun to show the number. For example, the







[rjl] ”[THREE] [MAN].” To convert the ArSL plural signs into Arabic, we need to
consider the following:
• Target plural type: There are different types of plural in Arabic (dual,
masculine plural sound, feminine plural sound, and broken plural). We
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select the target plural that we will convert the ArSL sign into based on the
following rules:-
– Convert the sign into Arabic dual plural if the ArSL sign is repeated
or preceded/followed by [ 	àA 	JK @] [AvnAn] ”[TWO]” sign.
– Convert the sign into Arabic plural (sound or broken) if the ArSL sign










J»] [kvyr] ”[MUCH]” signs.
• Arabic nouns and adjectives can have more than one plural based on its
position in the sentence.
To our knowledge, none of Arabic NLP tools can find the plural form of the
singular Arabic word. So, we developed a rule-based technique to get the plural
forms of the Arabic singular word. In addition, we collected a corpus for ArSL
broken plurals consisting of 30,296 singular words with their plurals.
a. Dual plural conversion
Dual plural is used to refer to two people or two things. ArSL repeats
sign or uses [ 	àA 	JK @] [AvnAn] ”[TWO]” sign word to express the dual plural.
ArSL recognition systems output the dual sign words in the same form
that are expressed in ArSL (repeating singular word or using [ 	àA 	JK @] [AvnAn]
”[TWO]” word before or after the singular word). In contrast, Arabic inflects
the singular to shows the dual plural. Arabic dual plural has two main
forms in Arabic: Word+ 	à@ An and Word+ 	áK
 yn. The first form is used
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with nominative nouns and adjectives while the second form is used with
genitive and accusative nouns and adjectives.
To our knowledge, there is no available tool to convert Arabic singular word
into dual. Thus, we developed Algorithm 1 to convert the singular Arabic
word into dual.
As shown in the algorithm, we get the dual of the input word by applying
the following rules:-
• If the singular word ends with ø Y ”Alif maqsurah” and
– If the word consists of three characters and ø Y ”Alif maqsurah”
was originally ð w ”Waw”, then replace ø Y ”Alif maqsurah” by
ð w ”Waw” and append 	áK
 yn to the word. Otherwise, replace ø
Y ”Alif maqsurah” by ø












¯ ftyAn ”two boys”
• If the singular word ends with è p ”Taa marbutah” or ë h ”Haa”, then










k xymtAn ”two tents”
• If the singular word ends with ð w ”Waw”, then add 	áK




ñËX dlwyn ”two pails”
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Algorithm 1 Singular to dual plural converter algorithm
Require: w : Arabic singular word to be converted into dual plural
Ensure: dualPlurals : dual plural(s) of the input word w
1: LastChars = w.getLastCharacters()
2: switch LastChars do
3: case ø Y ”Alif maqsurah”
4: if w.getLength()==3 then
5: if LastChars was originally ð w ”Waw” then
6: w = w.replaceCharacter(lastChars, ð w ”Waw”)
7: dual = w + 	áK
 Yn
8: else




10: dual = w + 	à@ An
11: end if
12: else









è p ”Taa marbutahh” or ë h ”Haa”
18: w = w.replaceCharacter(lastChars, H t ”Taa”)
19: dualPlurals.add(w + 	à@ An)
20: case ð w ”Waw”
21: dualPlurals.add(w + 	áK
 Yn)
22: case Z @ A’ ”Alif with Hamza”
23: if Z ’ ”Hamza” is not original then
24: w = w.replaceCharacter(Z ’ ”Hamza”, ð w ”Waw”)
25: end if
26: dualPlurals.add(w + 	à@ An)
27: other
28: dualPlurals.add(w + 	à@ An)
29: dualPlurals.add( w + 	áK
 Yn)
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• If the word ends with Z @ A’ ”Alif with Hamza”, then if Z ’ ”Hamza” is
original, add 	à@ An otherwise replace Z ’ ”Hamza” by ð w ”Waw” and
add 	à@ An to the word. For example,
[Z @Qm]+ [SHrA’]+ ”[DESERT]+”
dual plural−−−−−−→ 	à@ð@Qm SHrAwAn
”two deserts”
• If none of the above rules is satisfied, then return two dual plurals for
the word by attaching 	à@ An and 	áK
 yn to the word and select between
them later using the language model.
b. Plurals conversion










J»] [kvyr] ”[MUCH]” to show the plurality of the sign.
The equivalent of this plural in Arabic is either broken plural or sound plural.
Broken plural conversion: Arabic broken plural differ from other plurals
in that it depends on the word pattern and follows different rules in forming
plurals. It changes the form of singular word to another form. For example,









y, p) and others are removed
(Z ’ ). Broken plural uses the pattern of the singular to convert it into one
or more of its twenty-one patterns according to the availability of diacritics





















¯ fEA}l, éÊª 	¯ @ AfElh, É«A 	¯ @ AfAEl, ÉJ
«A
	





















¯ fEAl, and É ª
	
¯ fuEul.
To get the broken plural of the singular noun, we first search for the singular
word in the broken plurals corpus. If it is unavailable in the corpus, then
we generate its broken plural.
To our knowledge, there is no corpus that includes all Arabic broken plurals.
The available lists are gathered by researchers and each list contains some
broken plurals. Attia et al. [130] presented a list consisting of 2,561 broken
plural forms. This list is automatically extracted from a large contemporary
corpus, provided with morphological patterns for both the singular and plu-
ral forms. Another list is provided by Elghamry [131] which contains about
13,000 broken plural forms. This list was automatically extracted from the
electronic version of Almotkan Arabic-Arabic Dictionary. The third list is
presented by Amil dictionary [132]. This list is manually evaluated and it
contains 14,268 broken plural forms. We combined these lists and removed
duplicated plurals. In addition, we split the different broken plural forms of
the same singular noun into separated lines in the corpus to create a corpus
of 30,296 Arabic singular words with their broken plurals.
To generate the broken plural, we first extract the pattern of the singular
word using Alkhalil morphological analyzer [133]. Then we apply the broken
plural patterns to the singular pattern to get a set of plurals. We use Al-
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maany dictionary [134] to validate and filter the generated broken plurals.
Plurals that are not in the dictionary are ignored as they are not Arabic
words while other plurals are returned.
Sound plural conversion: The Arabic sound plural is a suffix which is
added to the end of the Arabic word to indicate the plural. The suffix
reflects the gender and the case. There are two types of Arabic sound
plurals masculine and feminine. The first stage in generating these plurals
is checking if the target plural of the ArSL plural is broken plural as discussed
in the previous section. For non-broken plurals, the sign is converted into
feminine sound plural if the ArSL sign word is feminine or ends with ë h
”Haa” or

è p ”Taa marbutah” otherwise it will be converted into masculine
sound plural.
ArSL sign is converted into Arabic feminine sound plural by adding H@ at
to the singular word. However, there are some exceptions as following:
• If the word ends with è p ”Taa marbutah”, then we remove it and add

H@ at to the end of the word (Figure 7.6(a)).
• If the word ends with ø Y ”Alif maqsurah”, then:-
– If word length is greater than three characters then ø Y ”Alif
maqsurah” is replaced with ø


y and H@ at is added (Figure 7.6(b)).
– If the word consists of three characters and ø Y ”Alif maqsurah”
was originally ð w ”Waw” or ø


y ”Yaa”, then return it to its
original letter and add H@ at to the word, otherwise ø Y ”Alif
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maqsurah” is replaced by ð w ”Waw” and H@ at is added (Figure
7.6(c-d)).
• If the word ends with Z @ A’ ”Alif and hamza” and Z ’ ”Hamza” is
original, then H@ at is added (Figure 7.6(e)) else Z ’ ”Hamza” is replaced
with ð w ”Waw” and H@ at is added to the word (Figure 7.6(f)).
Masculine sound plural adds two suffixes to the singular word: 	àð wn or
	áK
 yn based on the aspect of the word. We used the following rules in
converting the ArSL signs into masculine sound plurals:-
• If the word ends with ø Y ”Alif maqsurah”, then replace it with 	àð
wn (Figure 7.6(g)).
• If the noun ends with ø


y Yaa, then replace it with 	àð wn or 	áK
 yn
based on the word aspect (Figure 7.6(h)).
Pronoun agreement
ArSL uses indexing to refer to person, location, or object already signed in the
sentence (more information about indexing can be found in chapter 5). Arabic





[A$Arp] ”[SIGN]” reference sign to refer to the indexed sign in the sentence.





@] [A$Arp] ”[SIGN]” refers to the indexed sign #YÒm×# #mHmd# ”#MO-
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Figure 7.6: Examples of converting ArSL singular signs into Arabic sound plurals.
*FSP: Feminine sound plural, *MSP: Masculine sound plural
HAMMED#” that has an index of 1. This reference indicates that the signer is
talking about Mohammeds’ brother.
To translate the ArSL indexing into Arabic attached pronouns, we apply Al-
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”SIGN”. (a) ArSL sentence, (b) Corresponding Arabic sentence.
gorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 adds attached pronoun to the word preceding the referencing sign.
The algorithm is based on the following rules:
• If the indexed sign is for the first person in the conversion, signer, then:
– If the indexed sign is A 	K @ AnA ”I”, then add ø


y to the word preceding
the reference sign (for example, [ I







– If the indexed sign is 	ám
	
' nHn ”WE”, then add A 	K nA to the word
preceding the reference sign (for example, [ I






K. bytnA ”our home”).
• If the indexed sign is for the second person, addressee, then:
– If the indexed sign is I	K@ Ant ”YOU”, then add ¼ k to the word
preceding the reference sign (for example, [ I




K. bytk ”your home”).
– If the indexed sign is AÒJ 	K @ AntmA ”YOU for dual”, then add AÒ» kmA
to the word preceding the reference sign (for example, [ I
K. ] [byt]
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Algorithm 2 Translating ArSL indexing sign into Arabic attached pronoun
algorithm
Require: indxdSgn: Indexed sign, prevWord : word preceding the reference sign
Ensure: wrdWithPronoun: prevWord with attached pronoun
1: switch indxdSgn do
2: case A 	K @ AnA ”I”







5: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + A 	K nA
6: case I	K@ Ant ”YOU”
7: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + ¼ k
8: case AÒJ 	K @ AntmA ”YOU for dual”
9: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + AÒ» kmA
10: case Õ æ 	K @ Antm ”YOU”
11: if gender is masculine then
12: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + Õ» km
13: else
14: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + 	á» kn
15: end if
16: case ñë hw ”HE” or indxdSgn is a singular 3rd person
17: if gender is masculine then
18: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + ë h
19: else
20: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + Aë hA
21: end if
22: case AÒë AntmA ”You” or indxdSgn is a dual 3rd person
23: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + AÒë hmA
24: case Ñë hm ”THEY” or indxdSgn is a plural 3rd person
25: if gender is masculine then
26: wrdWithPronoun = prevWord + Ñë hm
27: else




K. bytkmA ”your home”).
– If the indexed sign is Õ æ 	K @ Antm ”YOU” and its gender is masculine,
then add Õ» km to the word preceding the referene sign (for example,
[ I
K. ] [byt] ”[HOME]” −→ Õº

J
K. bytkm ”your home”), else add 	á» kn
(for example, [ I
K. ] [byt] ”[HOME]” −→ 	áº

J
K. bytkn ”your home”).
• If the indexed sign is for the third person, then:
– If the indexed sign is ñë hw ”HE” or singular, then add ë h(for ex-
ample, [ I
K. ] [byt] ”[HOME]” −→ é

J
K. byth ”his home”) if the gender
is masculine otherwise add Aë hA (for example, [ I
K. ] [byt] ”[HOME]”
−→ Aî DJ
K. bythA ”her home”).
– If the indexed sign is AÒë AntmA ”You” or is dual, then add AÒë
hmA to the word preceding the reference sign (for example, [ I
K. ] [byt]
”[HOME]” −→ AÒî DJ
K. bythmA ”their home”).
– If the indexed sign is Ñë hm ”THEY” or its gender is masculine, then
add Ñë hm (for example, [ I




home”), else add 	áë hn to the word preceding the reference sign (for
example, [ I
K. ] [byt] ”[HOME]” −→ 	áî

DJ
K. bythn ”their home”),
Verb and subject agreement
ArSL uses the verb in present simple tense form with all tenses and it uses a
dedicated sign to express the sentences’ tense. Figure 7.8 shows an ArSL sentence




qbl ”BEFORE” sign, which indicates that the sentence tense is in the past, is used




K @ Ant$Ar ”SPREAD”,
is expressed in the noun form.
Figure 7.8: An Example of the use of tense signs to express sentence tense in ArSL
To translate this sentence into Arabic, we first retrieve the past verb corre-




K @ Ant$Ar ”SPREAD” sign from ArSL dictionary. We modified
the ArSL dictionary to include the past, present, and command forms of most
of the dictionary’ signs. The obtained verb form from the dictionary agrees only





K @] [Ant$Ar] ”[SPREAD]” sign are QåJ 	K @ Ant$r ”SPREAD” and QåJ 	K
 ynt$r
”SPREAD”, respectively. These two verb forms do not agree with the first and
second person nor with the feminine third person. To make the verb agree with
the subject, we apply Algorithm 3 (Appendix B). This algorithm makes the verb
agree with the subject in gender and number. We used the past and present verbs
of the masculine 3rd singular person as input to this algorithm which returns the
verb that agree with the subject in the target tense. Table 7.2 summarizes the
rules used in this algorithm. An example of verb agreement is shown in Figure 7.9.
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As shown in the figure, we first translated the [ZA¢«] [ETA’] ”[GIVE]” sign verb
into future tense and we removed the tense sign [ AJ. K
Q

¯] [qrybA] ”[SOON]”. Then,









[AlmmrDAt] ”[NURSES]” in number and gender. Finally, the detached pronoun
[ I	K@] [Ant] ”[YOU]” is removed and the attached pronoun ¼ k is attached to the
verb to result in the word ½	JJ
¢ªJ
 syETynk ”will give you”.
Table 7.2: Verb and subject agreement in person, number, and gender rules. P:
Past verb of the masculine singular third person; V: Present verb of the masculine
singular third person; V*: V without ø


y at the beginning of the verb.
Verb
Masculine Feminine
Suject Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural
Past
1st P+ H P+ A 	K P+ A 	K P+ H P+ A 	K P+ A 	K
2nd P+ H P+ AÖ













2nd H+V* H+V*+ 	à@ H+V*+ 	àð H+V*+ 	áK


H+V*+ 	à@ H+V*+ 	à
3nd V V+ @ V+ 	àð H+V* H+V*+ 	à@ H+V*+ 	à
Future
1st A+V* 	á+V* 	á+V* A+V* 	á+V* 	á+V*
2nd I+V* I+V*+ 	à@ I+V*+ 	àð I+V*+ 	áK


I+V*+ 	à@ I+V*+ 	à
3nd +V +V+ @ +V+ 	àð I+V* I+V*+ 	à@ +V*+ 	à
7.4.2 Phrase level transformation
The ArSL phrase differs from Arabic phrase in the structure and agreement be-
tween phrase words. At this translation level, we transfer the ArSL phrases into
their Arabic equivalent. Unlike Arabic, ArSL uses the negation sign after the verb
and adjective such as [B] [Yg. ñK
] [ywjd] [lA] ”[EXIST] [NO]”. We transfer ArSL
negation phrase into Arabic by moving the negation word before the verb or ad-
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Figure 7.9: Changing the verb to agree with the subject in person, gender, and
number.
jective. However, ArSL negation signs are limited to [ @YK. @] [AbdA’] [NEVER] and
[B] [lA] [NO] signs and only shifting these words before the the verb or adjective
words may result in inaccurate meaning as in this example:
[B] [YJ
ª] [sEyd] [lA] ”[HAPPY] [NO]” −→ YJ
ª B lA sEyd ”no happy”









	áË , ÕË lA, gyr, lys, lyst, lm, ln and select the appropriate negation
word using language model in the post-processing stage.
ArSL time modifier words, such as [ÉJ.

¯] [qbl] ”[BEFORE]” and [YªK. ] [bEd]
”[AFTER]”, which are typically placed before the time words in Arabic, are used
after the time signs in ArSL. For example, the Arabic phrase

è 	PAg. B@ YªK. bEd AlA-
jAzp ”after vocation” is expressed in ArSL as [YªK.] [

è 	PAg. @
] [AjAzp] [bEd] ”[VO-
CATION] [AFTER].” To translate this phrase into Arabic, we move the time
modifier words before the time clause.
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7.4.3 Sentence level transformation
After applying the transformations at word and phrase levels, we transform the
ArSL sentence structure to meet the structure of the Arabic sentence. Table
7.3 shows the main differences between Arabic and ArSL sentences. Question
sentences in ArSL usually starts with question mark and ends with question word.
In addition, ArSL has limited question words. Transferring these words into their
equivalent Arabic is performed at the word level (Section 7.4.1). Then, we change
the structure by moving the question word to the beginning of the sentence and
the question mark to the end of the sentence.
ArSL sentences can have object-verb structure which is uncommonly used in
Arabic, so we transform this structure into verb-object structure. In addition, we
transform the verb-subject structure of ArSL sentence into subject-verb Arabic
structure which is more common than verb-subject.
Command sentences are expressed in ArSL by placing the pronoun at the be-
ginning of the sentence followed by the main verb of the sentence. Words such
as [Ð 	PB] [lAzm] ”[MUST]” are used to indicate that this verb is compulsory. For
example, the Arabic sentence I. 
J.¢Ë@ úÍ@ I. ë
	
X@ A*hb AlY AlTbyb ”Go to the doc-









K@] [Ant] [lAzm] f-[*hAb]
[Tbyb] ”[YOU] [MUST] [GO] [DOCTOR].” We transferred the ArSL command
sentence into Arabic by removing the pronoun sign, [Ð 	PB] [lAzm] ”[MUST]”, and
chaningd the verb into a command form. This transformation involves also verb
agreement with the subject in person, gender, and number. We followed the same
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Table 7.3: Differences between Arabic and ArSL sentences
rules discussed in Section 7.4.1 to make the verb and subject agrees in person,
gender, and number.
7.5 Post-processing
Some ArSL signs are translated in the previous translation stages into more than
one Arabic words. For example, ArSL plural sign can be translated into two
forms of Arabic masculine sound plural and selecting among these candidate words
depends on the plural word aspect. To select among these words and preserve
the meaning of the sentence, we employed statistical language model. We built
a 4-gram language model with KenLM toolkit [129]. We used KenLM (with
Kneser-Ney smoothing and default backoff) because it uses less memory and is
faster [129] than SRILM [135] and IRSTLM [136]. The candidate words are scored
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using KenLM, and the high score word is selected.
7.6 Experimental results
We used the ArSL corpus developed in this work (chapter 6) to evaluate the pro-
posed translation system. The corpus consists of 600 sentences divided into three
parts training (70%), validation (15%), and testing (15%). Each Arabic sentence
in the corpus is manually translated into ArSL by two expert human transla-
tors. We evaluated our machine translation system manually and automatically.
In manual evaluation, three Arabic native speakers evaluated the translation of
each sentence as understandable, somehow understandable, and not understand-
able. Understandable metric is used with sentences that preserve the meaning
of the source Arabic sentence and meet the grammar and structure of Arabic.
Somehow understandable metric is used mainly with sentences that have a prob-
lem in the grammar or structure but the meaning of the sentence is preserved.
Not understandable metric is used for sentence that has a different meaning than
the source Arabic sentence. The manual evaluation results are 80%, 12%, and 8%
for understandable, somehow understandable, and not understandable metrics, re-
spectively. These results show that our translation system provides an acceptable
translation for approximately 92% of the translated sentences.
An example of sentences evaluated as understandable, somehow understand-
able, and not understandable are shown in Figure 7.10. As shown in the figure,
the meaning of the sentences evaluated as understandable is correct and the gram-
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mar and structure of the sentence correspond to Arabic. Sentences evaluated as
somehow understandable have an understandable meaning but some words are
missed or extra characters are added. Not understandable sentences either miss
some words that are important to convey the meaning of the sentence or have an
issue in the structure and grammar of the sentence.
Missing words, such as pronouns, in the resulting sentence is due to the
missing of these words in the source ArSL sentence due to the unavailability













 yEAny AlqfS AlSdry mn kswr ”The rib cage suf-












[AlqfS AlSdry] [m$klp] [ksr]++ ”[RIB CAGE] [PROBLEM] [FRACTURE]++”





 yEAny ”suffer” which is important to translate
the ArSL sentence back into Arabic. In addition, the morphological analyz-
ers that are used in analyzing the sentence failed in extracting the gender of




JºK. ] [bktyryA] ”[BACTE-








JºJ. Ë @] [¨ñ
	
K] [É¿] [kl] [nwE] [AlbktyryA] [DAr] [lA] ”[ALL] [TYPE]
[BACTERIA] [Harmful] [NO]” sentence and consequently we made the next word
PA
	






We also used automatic evaluation metrics in evaluating our work. We used
BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU), Word Error Rate (WER), and Trans-
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Figure 7.10: Samples of sentences manually evaluated as (a) Understandable, (b)
Somehow understandable, and (c) Not understandable.
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lation Error Rate (TER) metrics [137] to evaluate our translation. BLEU performs
exact n-gram (we used 4-gram) matching between candidate and reference sen-
tences [138]. We used 4-gram because the average number of words per sentence in
our corpus is about four words. BLEU score ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates
an exact match between the candidate and reference translations. The WER is
based on the Levenshtein distance between the candidate and the reference sen-
tence [139], whereas the TER measures the amount of post-editing required to
change a system output to exactly match a reference translation [140].
We evaluated our work (the output sentences) against Arabic source sentences
of the ArSL sentences. We obtained results of 0.39, 0.49, and 0.45 using the BLEU,
WER, and TER metrics, respectively. We consider these results acceptable for
translating ArSL sentence into Arabic because Arabic sentence can have different
ArSL translations.
7.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented our research results on machine translation of ArSL
to Arabic. To our knowledge, all the available ArSL recognition systems map the
recognized signs to Arabic words. This direct translation preserves the structure
and grammar of ArSL which makes it not fully understandable for Arabic readers
as Arabic and ArSL have different structure and grammar. To our knowledge, no
works have addressed the problem of translating ArSL sentences into Arabic.
The input ArSL sentence to be translated into Arabic is morphologically, syn-
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tactically, and semantically analyzed. The proposed translation system performs
the translation at the word, phrase, and sentence levels. This results in sentences
that meet the structure and grammar of Arabic. We evaluated our work manually
by three Arabic native speakers and found that more than 80% of the translated
sentences are accurately translated into Arabic. In addition, we automatically
evaluated the translation output, and results of 0.39, 0.49, and 0.45 were obtained




FROM ARABIC TO ARABIC
SIGN LANGUAGE
We propose in this chapter a rule-based machine translation system to translate
Arabic text into ArSL. The proposed system performs morphological, syntactic,
and semantic analysis on the input Arabic sentence to translate it into a sentence
with the grammar and structure of ArSL. We evaluate the translation system on
KArSL corpus and find that our translation system provides an accurate transla-
tion for more than 80% of the translated sentences.
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8.1 Introduction
ArSL is a full natural language that has structure, word order, and lexicon that
differ from those of Arabic. Thus, translation between Arabic and ArSL is chal-
lenging. This problem is a complete machine translation problem because ArSL
and Arabic are two different languages with different structures and grammars.
To our knowledge, the majority of available machine translation systems for ArSL
are at the word level, where a direct mapping is made between the word and its
equivalent sign. This type of translation results in loss of meaning of the sentence
because it ignores the structure and grammar of the target language. Thus, a ma-
chine translation system between Arabic and ArSL that preserves the structure
and grammar of both languages is needed.
The translation of Arabic text into ArSL is important for the full integration of
the deaf into their communities [10]. Translation systems can be used to translate
messages, addresses, and educational materials into ArSL without involving expert
translators. The input text can be text-generated from speech or text recognition
systems. It can also be used with smart phones by translating the incoming
messages into ArSL.
We developed a semantic rule-based machine translation system between Ara-
bic and ArSL. The proposed system translates Arabic in the form of text into
ArSL by performing lexical, syntactic, and semantic analyses on the Arabic sen-




We developed a semantic rule-based machine translation system from Arabic into
ArSL. The architecture of the proposed system is a pipeline of three main trans-
lation stages (morphological analysis, syntactic analysis, and ArSL generation),
as illustrated in Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: Architecture of the translation system
The input to the system is an Arabic sentence, and the output is an ArSL
sentence represented by the gloss notation and displayed as a sequence of GIF
images. The sentence is morphologically analyzed to extract the morphological
information of each of its words. The output of this stage is syntactically ana-
lyzed using a dependency parser to obtain the relation between the words in the
sentence. This stage results in the construction of the parse tree. The genera-
tion phase transforms the Arabic parse tree into its equivalent tree in ArSL by
applying the transformation rules. The transformation rules are built based on
the differences between Arabic and ArSL discussed in chapter 2. This phase also
involves lexically translating Arabic phrases and words into their equivalent signs
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in ArSL. To handle the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem that results from the
ArSL vocabulary size limitation, we used the synonym of the OOV word. To
ensure that the synonym word preserves the meaning of the sentence, we applied
a statistical language model in the synonym selection.
8.2.1 Morphological analysis
Arabic is a complex language that presents many challenges to NLP [141]. Arabic
is a highly inflected language, where each Arabic word can be composed of stem,






they extract it” consists of two proclitics (ð wa and I





xrjwn), and one enclitic ( Aë hA). There are eight inflectional features for each
Arabic word: aspect, mood, gender, person, voice, state, case, and number (for
more information regarding these features, see [141]).
Arabic is a derived language, where a new word with different meaning can
be formed from another word [141]. For example, the word I.

KA¿ kAtb ”writer”
can be derived from the word I.

J» ktb ”write.” The variety of Arabic dialects
adds another challenge to NLP. We used modern standard Arabic (MSA) in this
work, which is the language of journals, education, and news in nearly all Arabic
countries.
The MADAMIRA toolkit [128] is used to analyze the sentence and extract all
words’ features. MADAMIRA is a morphological analyzer used for the morpho-
logical analysis and disambiguation of Arabic text. MADAMIRA can perform a
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set of NLP tasks, such as spelling correction, lemmatization, stemming, diacriti-
zation, morphological disambiguation, glossing, POS tagging, and tokenization.
We run MADAMIRA on the transliterated Arabic sentences and obtain a list of
analyses for each word, which specifies all possible morphological interpretation
of that word in addition to its morphological features. The words of a sentence
with its POS tag are used as the input for the syntactic analysis stage, and other
morphological features are used in the generation stage to generate an ArSL sen-
tence.
8.2.2 Syntactic analysis
The words of the tokenized sentence with their POS tag, which are produced
by MADAMIRA, are used in the syntactic analysis stage to extract the sen-
tence structure. The sentence structure is represented as a parse (or syntax)
tree using CamelParser [142]. CamelParser is an Arabic syntactic dependency
parser that uses MaltParser [143] to produce morphologically enriched syntactic












¯ qd ySAb AlTfl bAlHmY bEd AltTEym ”Child
may get fever after vaccination” parsed by CamelParser. The tree shows the
relations and POS tags produced by CamelParser in the CATiB annotation [15].
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¯ qd ySAb AlTfl bAlHmY bEd AltTEym ”Child
may get fever after vaccination.”
8.2.3 ArSL generation
The morphological features with the parse tree of the Arabic sentence are used
to generate the ArSL sentence. In this stage, first, the lexical transformations are
applied to the sentence phrases and words, and then, the transformation rules are
applied to generate the equivalent ArSL sentence.
The phrases and words of the sentence are lexically transformed into its ArSL
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equivalents using the ArSL dictionary. The phrases of the sentence are extracted in
the syntactic analysis stage. First, these phrases are lexically translated into ArSL
because certain Arabic phrases have a single equivalent ArSL sign. For example,























JË @ Alt>mynAt AlAjtmAEyp
wAlDmAn AlAjtmAEy ”social insurance and social guaranty” has an equivalent
sign in the ArSL dictionary that removes the need to translate its words sepa-
rately. The lexical transformer moves to the lower level of the phrase (words and
tokens) when the phrase does not have an equivalent sign in the dictionary. ArSL





® sfr ”travel (noun)”, and Q
	
¯A
 ysAfr ”travel (verb)” have
only one equivalent sign in the ArSL dictionary, which is for the word [Q
	
®] [sfr]
”[TRAVEL] (noun).” To address this problem, we used the lemma of the Arabic
words because all words’ inflections share the same lemma. Names and numbers
are not translated because they are finger-spelled.
The ArSL dictionary is limited to approximately 3,200 signs, which causes the
OOV problem. We circumvent this problem by using the synonym of the OOV
words with Arabic WordNet (AWN) [144]. AWN is a semantic database of Arabic
words that are grouped into sets of synonyms. AWN also provides definitions
of the word with its category, such as noun, verb, or adverb. It returns a set
of synonyms for each word, which may not be related to the sentence context.
To address this issue and select from the AWN synonyms, first, we use the word
that is diacritisized by the MADAMIRA toolkit with its POS tag to retrieve the
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synonyms from AWN. This step helps to limit the synonym words. Then, we use
a statistical language model to select the synonym that preserves the meaning of
the sentence. We built a 3-gram language model with the KenLM toolkit [129]
using the Arabic corpus developed in [145], which consists of 5,637,151 words. We
use KenLM (with Kneser-Ney smoothing and default backoff) because it uses less
memory and is faster [129] than SRILM [135] and IRSTLM [136]. The synonym
words are scored using KenLM, and the closest synonym to the source word in
meaning is selected.
After the lexical transformation, the rule transformation is applied. The mor-
phological features of the words in the sentence with the parse tree, which was
generated in the morphological and syntactic stages, are transformed into its
equivalent tree in ArSL by applying the rules based on the mapping of Arabic
to ArSL (see Chapter 2). The transfer rules (Table 8.1) cover the mappings at
three levels: word, phrase, and sentence.
The rules that are related to the word’s inflectional features, such as gender
and number, are applied at the word level. For example, the word 	àAJJ. Ë A£ TAlbtAn




K. ] [bnt] [TAlb] [AvnAn]
”[GIRL] [STUDENT] [TWO]” by applying ”R1” in Table 8.1. The word [ I
	
K. ]
[bnt] ”[GIRL]” is added before the word [I. ËA£] [TAlb] ”student” because it is a
feminine noun, whereas the word [ 	àA 	JK @] [Avnan] ”[TWO]” is added at the end
because the original noun is dual.
Then, the transfer rules are applied to the sentence clauses (”R2-R3” in Table
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Table 8.1: The main transfer rules from Arabic to ArSL.
8.1). For example, the negation rule involves moving the negation character to the




« gyr sEyd ”unhappy” is trans-
lated into [B] [YJ




« gyr is moved to the end of the clause and replaced by its ArSL equivalent sign
[B] [lA] ”[NO].”
Finally, the transfer rules are applied to the entire Arabic sentence (”R4-R11”
in Table 8.1). The sentence structure will be changed to match the structure
of the ArSL sentence. Additionally, new words may be added to the sentence,
such as time words, whereas other words may be discarded, such as prepositions.
Figure 8.3 shows an example of an Arabic question sentence transformed into
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ArSL. As shown in Figure 8.3, the Arabic question sentence has the VO structure.
This structure is transformed into the OV ArSL structure. The word [ÉJ.

¯] [qbl]
”[BEFORE]” is added to the sentence because the main verb in the sentence is in
the past tense. In addition, the question sign is moved to the front of the sentence,
whereas the question word is moved to the end.
Figure 8.3: Arabic sentence translated into ArSL.
The final representation of ArSL can be in the form of ArSL gloss annotation
and a sequence of GIF images [146]. Figure 8.4 shows an example of an Arabic
sentence translated into ArSL.
8.3 Experimental work
Our translation experiments and results are presented in this section. Our paral-
lel corpus consists of 600 sentences related to the health domain. The sentences
of the database are real-life sentences that are used in medical centers. These
sentences cover nearly all Arabic sentence types (e.g., verbal, nominal, questions).
There are 3,294 words in our corpus, and the average sentence length is 5.5 words.
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Figure 8.4: Arabic sentence translated into ArSL and represented by the gloss
and images.
The sign language portion of the corpus consists of two translations of each sen-
tence translated by one deaf person and one expert bilingual translator. The two
translations have lexical or structural differences, but both preserve the mean-
ing of Arabic sentences. This variance may be attributed to how the translator
wants to convey the meaning of the Arabic sentence to the deaf. Figure 8.5 shows
an example of two translations of an Arabic sentence. As shown in Figure 8.5,
both translations have the same meaning but differ in structure and the use of
additional words to clarify the meaning to the deaf. We divided the corpus into
training (70%), development (15%), and testing (15%) sets. We used the training
part to extract the ArSL rules, whereas the testing part was used to evaluate the
translation system. The translation output was manually evaluated by experts
and automatically evaluated using different evaluation metrics.
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Figure 8.5: Different manual translations of an Arabic sentence
8.3.1 Manual evaluation
All Arabic sentences in the testing set were fed into our translation system, and
the translated ArSL sentences were manually evaluated by two ArSL experts. The
outputs of the translation system were evaluated and divided into three groups
based on their translation quality: good, fair, and poor.
The good metric is used with sentences that are grammatically correct and
have the correct meaning. An example of the translation that is evaluated as good
is shown in Figure 8.6(a). The fair metric is typically used for a sentence that
has the correct meaning but misses certain grammatical details. Figure 8.6 (b)





JÓ] [mn*] ”[SINCE]” adds ambiguity regarding the next word [

èXBð] [wlAdp]
”[BIRTH]” and its relation to the sentence, but the sentence can be understood
by the deaf person. The poor metric is used with sentences that have partially or
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Figure 8.6: Samples of the resulting translations
completely incorrect translation. Figure 8.6 (c) shows an example of a sentence
evaluated as a poor translation. The word Yg@ AHd ”someone” in this example
is translated as [Yg

B@] [Al>Hd] ”[SUNDAY],” which makes the sentences convey
incorrect meaning. In addition, the phrase ½KQå @ X@Q
	
¯ @ Yg@ AHd AfrAd Asrtk ”One
of your family” is a difficult composition for the rule-based translation.
The manual evaluation results are 82%, 8%, and 10% for good, fair, and poor,
respectively. These results demonstrate that our translation system provides good
translation for approximately 82% of the translated sentences.
Based on the manually evaluation results, the sentences that obtain poor eval-
uation have grammatical problems. This result is attributed to two main reasons:
the morphological analyzer and parser. Both tools are trained on an Arabic news
corpus, which is considerably different from the type of data that we used, which
are more conversational and related to the health domain. For example, the as-









AsAl AlmwZf En rqm mlfk ”Ask the employer about your file number” is not
recognized by the morphological analyzer as a command, which increases the dif-
ficulty of determining the verb tense in the sentence. In addition, the subject in
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this sentence is recognized by the morphological analyzer as the speaker, which
is incorrect. However, the majority of the translation errors are related to the
parser. The parsing was incorrect for certain sentences, as shown in Figure 8.7.
The word I. 
J.¢Ë@ AlTbyyb ”doctor” in this tree is incorrectly identified by the
parser as the subject of the sentence. This type of error is common in Arabic
parsing [147].
Figure 8.7: Example of inaccurate parsing
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8.3.2 Automated evaluation
Manual evaluation is more accurate than automatic evaluation [148]. However,
manual evaluation is typically subjective and expensive. Automatic evaluation
helps to make comparisons with other works. We used the BLEU, WER, and
TER metrics [137] to evaluate our translation.
We evaluated our translation output against two human translation references.
We excluded the brackets and punctuations during the evaluation to avoid unnec-
essary matching. The words in the resulting ArSL sentences are in their lemma
form because the ArSL dictionary uses the Arabic word lemma to annotate the
sign image (Chapter 5). In contrast, some of the words in the human translated
sentences are not in the lemma form. However, using the word or its lemma is
correct as ArSL uses the sign for all word derivations. We first evaluated the out-
put ArSL sentences against the human translated references and results of 0.10,
0.70, and 0.71 were obtained using the BLEU, WER, and TER metrics, respec-
tively. These metrics use strict word and phrase matching between the output
of the translation system and the reference sentences and ignores that ArSL uses
the same sign for all the word derivations which may justify the high error rate.
Therefore, we performed the evaluation using the lemma of the reference sentence
which improved the BLEU to 0.35 and reduced the WER and TER to 0.55 and
0.53, respectively. These results are acceptable for ArSL translation considering
that ArSL accepts different translations for the same sentence and uses the same
sign for different derivations of a word. In addition, certain reference sentences
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were freely translated without constraint of the language grammar rules.
8.4 Conclusions
We presented our research results on the machine translation of Arabic to ArSL.
We developed a rule-based machine translation system to translate Arabic text
into ArSL. The input Arabic sentence to be translated into ArSL is morphologi-
cally, syntactically, and semantically analyzed. This analysis results in sentences
that satisfy the structure and grammar of ArSL. We evaluated our work using
our corpus and found that our translation system provided good translation for
more than 80% of the translated sentences. We also automatically evaluated the
translation output, and results of 0.35, 0.55, and 0.53 were obtained using the





This chapter summarizes of the contributions and findings of this dissertation.
Section 9.1 provides conclusion remarks and highlights the main achievements of
this dissertation. Section 9.2 provides directions of future research.
9.1 Conclusions
Sign language is the main communication medium used by the deaf. Sign language
is not international and there are many sign languages in the world. ArSL is one
of the sign languages which are used in Arabian countries. It was proposed in 1999
by LAS and ALECSO to unify the sign languages in Arabian countries. ArSL is an
independent language with structure, grammar, and vocabulary that differ from
Arabic. The differences between the two languages increases the need for machine
translation system. This system is required to translate Arabic sentences into
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equivalent ArSL sentences. In addition, it is required to translate ArSL sentences
resulting from ArSL recognition systems into meaningful Arabic sentences.
In this thesis, we surveyed the techniques used for ArSL translation. Based
on the conducted survey on machine translation of ArSL, we can conclude the
following:-
• Most surveyed techniques perform direct translation between Arabic and
ArSL, which is inadequate because the structure and grammar of both lan-
guages are different.
• To our knowledge, no work covered the translation of the ArSL sentences
resulting from ArSL recognition systems into Arabic.
• Semantic translation is essential for an accurate machine translation of Ara-
bic into ArSL, however, to our knowledge few works employed semantics in
translating Arabic text into ArSL.
• Limited datasets are used in the surveyed systems due to the lack of a
comprehensive corpus for ArSL.
• Most of the systems, especially the old ones, are evaluated by experts. This is
may be attributed to the nature of the problem and to the lack of automated
evaluation techniques for such systems.
• Due to the lack of benchmarking databases, the comparison between differ-
ent techniques is not reported.
To address these points,
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• We summarized the grammar rules of ArSL:
We summarized the structural and grammatical differences between Arabic
and ArSL. The differences are at word, phrase, and sentence levels. The
summarized differences can be used to form the translation rules between
ArSL and other languages.
• Developed a gloss annotation system to represent ArSL textually:
ArSL is a visual language that uses body language to convey meaning. We
proposed in this work a textural gloss annotation system to represent ArSL
textually. The proposed system follows the guidelines of [100] for ASL gloss-
ing with several changes to suite ArSL. The proposed gloss system can be
used to represent the manual and non-manual features of ArSL textually.
• Proposed a benchmarking database that can be used for ArSL translation
and recognition:
The availability of a comprehensive benchmarking database for ArSL is one
of the challenges of the automatic translation of ArSL. We presented in this
work a parallel corpus consists of 600 Arabic sentences and each sentence is
translated into ArSL by two ArSL experts. The sentences of the database are
real-life sentences that are used in medical centers. These sentences cover
nearly all Arabic sentence types (e.g., verbal, nominal, questions). There
are 3,294 words in our corpus, and the average sentence length is 5.5 words.
The sign language portion of the corpus consists of two translations of each
sentence translated by one deaf person and one expert bilingual translator.
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The corpus is divided into training (70%), validation (15%), and testing
(15%).
• Proposed a bidirectional machine translation system between ArSL and
Arabic:
We developed a rule-based machine translation system to translate Arabic
text into ArSL. The input Arabic sentence to be translated into ArSL is mor-
phologically, syntactically, and semantically analyzed. This analysis results
in sentences that satisfy the structure and grammar of ArSL. We evaluated
our work using the testing part of the bilingual corpus developed in this work
and found that our translation system provided good translation for more
than 82% of the translated sentences. We also automatically evaluated the
translation output, and results of 0.35, 0.55, and 0.53 were obtained using
the BLEU, WER, and TER metrics, respectively.
We also proposed machine translation system to translate the ArSL sen-
tences resulting from ArSL recognition systems into Arabic. To our knowl-
edge, all the available ArSL recognition systems map the recognized signs
to their equivalent Arabic words and preserve the structure and grammar of
ArSL which makes it not fully understandable for Arabic readers as Arabic
and ArSL have different structures and grammars. To our knowledge, no
works have addressed the problem of translating ArSL sentences into Ara-
bic. The input ArSL sentence to be translated into Arabic is morpholog-
ically, syntactically, and semantically analyzed. The proposed translation
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system performs the translation at the word, phrase, and sentence levels.
This results in sentences that meet the structure and grammar of Arabic.
We evaluated our work using our corpus and found that about 80% of the
translated sentences are accurately translated into Arabic. We also auto-
matically evaluated the translation output, and results of 0.39, 0.49, and
0.45 were obtained using the BLEU, WER, and TER metrics, respectively.
• We shared on the work in ArSL recognition for possible integration of ArSL
translation and recognition. This is reported in my vitae publications.
9.2 Future Directions
The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in different directions.
Some extensions are highlighted in the following points:
• Enhancing the proposed machine translation methods: In this work,
we used rule-based machine translation method for translation between Ara-
bic and ArSL. We chose this method because it is a specific domain problem
and due to the lack of parallel corpus. This method can be enhanced by
combining it with one of the corpus-based machine translation techniques
such as statistical machine translation. The hybridization between RBMT
and CBMT technique showed significant improvement in the accuracy of the
machine translation results between spoken languages and we expect similar
improvement with ArSL translation.
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• Using other machine translation techniques: There are other tech-
niques that have not been used for ArSL machine translation such as statis-
tical and neural machine translation techniques. Using these techniques is
related to extending the parallel corpus of ArSL as will be discussed next.
These techniques are the state-of-the-art in the field of machine translation
but they are data hungry techniques.
• Extending the parallel corpus: We proposed in this work a parallel cor-
pus consisting of 600 sentences. This corpus can be extended by adding more
sentences that will help in using other machine translation techniques that
need more data such as statistical machine translation and neural machine
translation.
• Extending ArSL with facial expressions data: The developed
databases in this work do not have annotation of the facial expressions.
We are not aware of any database dedicated for the facial expressions of
ArSL in contrast to other sign languages.
• Presenting the Arabic-ArSL translation in a sequance of signs, in addition
to the text-based produced in this work.
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This algorithm makes the verb agrees with subject in gender and number:-
231
Algorithm 3 Make the verb agrees with subject in gender and number
Require: presentVerb: present verb of the masculine 3rd singular person,
pastVerb: past verb of the masculine 3rd singular person, targetTense: tar-
get tense of the verb
Ensure: modifiedVerb: verb agrees with the subject in gender and number
1: switch targetTense do
2: case past
3: switch subject do
4: case 1st person . Speaker
5: switch Number do . Verb target number
6: case singular
7: modifiedVerb = P + H
8: case dual or plural
9: modifiedVerb = P + A 	K
10: case 2nd person . Addressee
11: switch Number do
12: case singular
13: modifiedVerb = P + H
14: case dual




17: if gender is masculine then
18: modifiedVerb = P + Õç'
19: else
20: modifiedVerb = P + 	áK
21: end if
22: case 3rd person . He or She or it
23: switch Number do
24: case singular
25: if gender is masculine then . Verb target gender
26: modifiedVerb = P
27: else
28: modifiedVerb = P + H
29: end if
30: case dual
31: if gender is masculine then
32: modifiedVerb = P + @
33: else




37: if gender is masculine then
38: modifiedVerb = P + @ð
39: else
40: modifiedVerb = P + 	à
41: end if
42: case present
43: switch subject do
44: case 1st person





48: case dual or plural
49: modifiedVerb = 	à + verbWithNoY
50: case 2nd person
51: switch Number do
52: case singular
53: if gender is masculine then
54: modifiedVerb = H + verbWithNoY
55: else




59: modifiedVerb = H + verbWithNoY + 	à@
60: case plural
61: if gender is masculine then
62: modifiedVerb = H + verbWithNoY + 	àð
63: else
64: modifiedVerb = H + verbWithNoY + 	à
65: end if
66: case 3rd person
67: switch Number do
68: case singular
69: if gender is masculine then
70: modifiedVerb = presentVerb
71: else




75: if gender is masculine then
76: modifiedVerb = presentVerb + @
77: else
78: modifiedVerb = H + verbWithNoY + 	à@
79: end if
80: case plural
81: if gender is masculine then
82: modifiedVerb = verbWithNoY + 	àð
83: else
84: modifiedVerb = H + verbWithNoY + 	à
85: end if
86: case future
87: switch subject do
88: case 1st person
89: switch Number do
90: case singular
91: modifiedVerb = A + verbWithNoY
92: case dual or plural
93: modifiedVerb = 	á + verbWithNoY
94: case 2nd person
95: switch Number do
96: case singular
97: if gender is masculine then
98: modifiedVerb = I + verbWithNoY
99: else




103: modifiedVerb = I + verbWithNoY + 	à@
104: case plural
105: if gender is masculine then
106: modifiedVerb = I + verbWithNoY + 	àð
107: else
108: modifiedVerb = I + verbWithNoY + 	à
109: end if
234
110: case 3rd person
111: switch Number do
112: case singular
113: if gender is masculine then
114: modifiedVerb =  + presentVerb
115: else
116: modifiedVerb = I + verbWithNoY
117: end if
118: case dual
119: if gender is masculine then
120: modifiedVerb =  + presentVerb + @
121: else
122: modifiedVerb = I + verbWithNoY + 	à@
123: end if
124: case plural
125: if gender is masculine then
126: modifiedVerb =  + verbWithNoY + 	àð
127: else
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